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The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 requires agencies-to establish a
merit pay system for management officials anclsuperVigicieg in grades
13 through 15. GAO's review of the 1981 and 1982 merit pay cycles
in thi'00 agencies employing about 25 percent of the total federal

,
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merit pay population found several areas requiring management
attention.
--A _number_ of factors other than employee performance have
influenced the amount of merit pay employees received.

--Although performance standards were better in 1:982 than in
1981, bbth the standards and.tde procedures used to establish
them need to be improved.

:=OPM efforts to evaluate agencies' merit pay programs have
been limited in scope, but recent initiatives to strengthen theSe
efforts are a step in the right direction.
.Employee perceptions4of the merit pay program were

The agencies involved, the Departments of Navy, Agriculture; and

Housing and Urban Development, and the Office -of Personnel
Management, reviewed a draft of this report and generally agreed
With its conclusions and recommendations.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON D.C. 20648

B=203022

The Honorable Mary Rose Oakar
Chairwoman, Subcommittee cra
'_Compensation and Employee Benefits
Committee dh_Post Office and
'Civil Service
House of Representatives
Dear Madam Chairwoman:

This.report, in response to your request, assesses the
merit pay expTrienceS of tHe Departments of Agriculture, Navy;
and Housing and Urban Development ddring,1981 and 1982.
The report also makes recommendOtions to the Director,
Office of Personnl Management, forensuring greater equity in
performance ratings and pay in an effort to improve employee
acceRtance_of therit pay system:
.

-)is arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce
it contents_ earlier, we plan no further disCribution of this
At that time
report until 7-days after the date of the report;
we will_sendacipies to interestecrparties and make copies
available to others upon request
'

*

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
Of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT
TO THE CHAIRWOMAN; SUBCOMMITTEE
ON COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS, COMMITTEE ON POST
OFFICE.AND CIVIL SERVICE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

A 2-YEAR APPRAISAL OF
MERIT PAY IN THREE
AGENCIES

J.

DIGEST
The CiVil Service Reform Act (CSRA) of 1978
Created the merit pay system and cash award
'protam_for federal supervisors and management
officials in General Schedule grades 13
In fiscal year 1982, about,
through 15;
-108;000.employees were covered -by merit pay.
(About 80,000 GS-13's through 15s were not
designated as managers or SuperviObtS.) Merit
pay emp1Oyees are not guaranteed the annual
salary adjustments that-.most General Schedule
Instead, under this sys-7emplbyees receive.
.t0-,-which became effective governmentwide in
Odtbbet_1981; merit pay employees are
guaranteed only half the annual adjustMentl
the other half of the adjustment along with
their within-grade dncreases goes to a fund
for a particular'organizationaigroup called a
merit pay_pool.-_Emictlbyees within thepool'fl
compete with each pyler, based on the4r perforthance_ratings, fon permanent salary increases to be patid from the merit pay fund.

The Chairwoman, Subcommittee on Compensation
and Efnployee Benefits, Hous Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service, aaked GAO -to review
agency experience* with the transition to
merit pay. This import assesses its implementation and operation fOr fiscal years 1981 and
1982 at three Departments having about 25 percent of all'federal merit pay employees:
AgridUlture, Housing and Urban Development,
(See p; 1.)
and the Navy
A major.concern Of'merit pay employees has
been that they are not'guaranteed_the full an=
nual adjustment and within-grade increases._
AboUt half the merit pay employees surveyed by
GAO in 1981 and 1982 wanted to return to the
General Schedule for their annual and withingrade pal, increases rather than remain under
Tear_Shcet
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merit pay, as implemented in their agencies.
Among_the agencies' top performers who re7
ceived the highest ratings, between 28 And 42
percent in each agency wanted to return to the
General Schedule. About 40 percent of the employees support the concept of merit pay but
many believe-it has not been administered
(See pp. 49 to
fairly and should be revised.
50 and app. III.)

The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) has
proposed regulations that would alter the
merit pay program. Also, members of the Congress have introduced legislation that would
make basic changes to the merit pay system.
Both the proposed'regulations and the legislation would guarantee the entire annual pay adjustment for employees rated satisfactory or
In addition, OPM's proposed regula:better.
tions that were scheduled to go into effect
November 25, 1983, would have guaranteed these
employees the equivalent of the within-grade
increase they would have received under the
General Schedule. The proposed regulations
'also Contained changes to the government's
reduction-in-force rules, and t-enacted legislation to block theIimplementation ofthe regulations. In response to a
suit by the National Treasury Employees Union,
and while thef'Congress was adjourned, on
December 30, 1983, the regulations were
declared null and voiby the U.S. District
Court, and OPM was enjoined from directly or
(See pp. 54 to
indirectly implementing them.
55.)
*

"
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Ilt_CrURRENT_MERTMPACTICES
The CSRA requires that agencies establish
merit pay systems which shall /
"use performance appraisals as the
balds for determining mex.it pay
adjustments."

HoweVer, other factors unrelated to employee
perfoimance can influence:merit pay increases
and may never be completely eliminated. GAO'S
rev' W showed -that a number of nonperformance
factlors havg influenced the size of merit

11

increases awarded to individual employees more
tan is necessary. These factors have also
contributed to negative employee perceptionS
of merit pay, even among the top performerb
Among these
who received the largest payouts.
factors were (1) ineonsistbncies among raters,
(2) the distribution of ratings within the
merit pay pool over the'various performance
levelS, (3) the grades and types of employees
in the merit pay pool, and (4) agencies'
(See
formulas for distributing increases.
pp. 6, 7, 14, and 19.),
,
In judging performance, some supervisors_are
lenient ar)d some are strict; this hag- a direct
bearing on the consistency of ratings and the
eventual size of merit pay increases. Con=sistency between raters can be a concern
because of differences in perspectives of different Supervisors. However, since the_advent
of merit pay, these differences assume gr eater,
significance because the employees'" meri
creases are tied directly to the appraisal.

(Se p. 6.)
The way ratings are distributed among members
-of a particular merit pay pool affects the
Size of the Merit pay increases for pool mgffiFor inseance, if a merit pay pool conberS.
tained only a few employees rated at the _
highest level, the merit pay increases would
be more for these pool members than if the
pool contained many employees rated in the
highest category. OPM's proposed regulations
wouId_have authorized agencies to adjust the
method used to determine funds available to
the agency's merit pay ToOls to adapt for
unusual distributions of performance ratings.
Also, many employees in all three agencies
believed and GAO found evidence at theibepart=
ments of Agriculture and Housing and'Urban
Development (ND) that_management used preestablished quotas to determine rating distributions for their merit pay pools in 1982--a
(See
practice prohibited bly OPM regulations:
pp. 7 to,14 and 23.).
Although GAO did not determine whether each of
the individual ratings was_an accurate reflection of the employee's performance, employees
in field offices were more likelyto receive
Tear_Sheei
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lower ratings and lower merit pay increases
than headquarters employees .who were_in the
same pool.
Grade 15 employees tended to receive the highest ratings,'followed by grade
14's and, last, grade 13's. At HUD, Schedule
C (noncareer appointees) employees were placed
in merit pay pools with career_
although OPM encouraged .agencies. to keep the two
groups separate. These employees were more
likely to receive higher ratings and larger
average merit-pay increases than career civil
servants. This gave the appearance that these
employees benefited from an unfair advantage
--, because of the political nature of Schedule C
appointMents.
(See pp. 16, 17, 18, and 19.)
Agencies' formulas for distributing merit pay,
increases varied widely and resultedin differing increases for employees receiving similar performance ratings.
For example, all
three agencies imposed different maximum limits on_the amount of merit pay that could be
awarded.
(See pp. 19 and 20.)
,

i

.
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CSRA requires agencies to establish performance standards which, to the maximum extent
feasible, use objective criteriacto accurately
measure performance. GAO's reviey showed that
overall, performance standards in the three
agedcies improved slightly during the 2 years.
For instance, in each_agencY., the percent of
standards GAO reviewed that contained objective measures of performance increased from
1981 to 1982.
However, overall, leSs than
half the standards contained such objective
measures. About 70 percent or more of the employees in. each agency responding to PAO's
questionnaires believed their standards were
fair, tailoredtto their_job, and consistent
with organizational goals in both 1981 and
1982.
(See pp. 25 to 28.)
OPM encourages agencies to allow all employees
to be involved in setting their performance
standards. Most employees at Agriculture and
Navy-:(70 and 76 percent, respectively) said

iv

they were involved in setting their_perform=
ance standards, while only about half in HUD
(46 percent) believed Plis 'to be the cede.
When asked to.what ext0,ent they were satisfied
with their inpA in setting their standards,
51, 52, and 29 percent in Agriculture, Navy,
and_HUD, respectively, said they t4ere
(See
fled to a great;or very_§reatextent.
pl 31.) 'CSRA, requireA ITiaeperformence standard8 be communicated Uo the employee at the
beginning of each appraisal period. At HUD
and Agriculture, this requirement was not
always met. Of the performance stindards GAO
reviewed that contained the date they were_
communicated to the employee, 42 percent at
HUD_and 14 percent at Agriculture were delivered to the employee more than 6 months after
(See
the beginning of the appraisal period.
pp. 32 and 33.)
About 75 per8ent of the merit pay pool officials GAO interviewed believed the standardssettingprogess was improving communicationsbetween Isubordinates_and supervisors, while 9,
10, and 17 percent of employees at HUD, Agriculture, and Navy, fespectively, believed this
(See pp. 29 to 34.)
tobe true.
OPM IS EVAIIUATIONSAND
E MP LOYEE_VIEWS

Thq CSRA requires that OPM analyze the cost
and effectiveness of the merit pay system_ and
cash award program and annually pbblish the
results. OPM evaluations of merit pay have
been limited in scope and have not met this
CSRA requirement. OPM has published several
reports or pamphlets on merit pay and also
contracted with three universities to study
it, but these reports did not cover the ,cost
or effectiveness of meritpayt The 0011 reports were pritarily statistical analyses of
payouts and ratings and descriptions of the
various types of Merit pay systems in effect.
The university-contracted studies dealt with
how merit pay was impilemented in several installations. None of these studies reported
on the costs of implementating and operating
merit pay nor did they report on the effectiveness of the merit pay system governmentwide as intended by the CSRA., (See pp. 37 to
40.)
Tea Sheet
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OPM increased i s emphasis'on evaluation of
merit pay in 19:3 and has two major studies
underway, one o which will address the impact
of merit pay on mployee performance and motivation. The thr e agencies GAO reviewed have
evaluated their m rit pay systems and-made
several changes. For instance, Agr'culture
changed its merit .oay formula in 1 PA
82 -to provide greater rewaros for its top-rated employees.

(See pp; 37 o 3941, and 44.)

CSRA requiree'agenc es to establish a cash
awards program to b used as an integral part
of the.merit pay syS em.
The agencies GAO reviewed placed differ nt'_degrees of emphasis: on
their cash awards pr grams in 1981 and 1982:
For instance, in 1982 , Navy granted cash
awards averaging abou $1,100, to about 30 percent of its merit pay employees. In contrast,
in 1982, Agriculture ranted cash awards
averaging about $1,000 to 6 percent of the
merit patk employees, w ile HUD gave awards
averaging about $500 t 6 percent. OPM has
recognized that it nee s to provide specific
guidance-to agencies o the distribution and
amounts of cash awards;
(See pp. 42 to 44, and
app. XIII.)
According to OPM, a_key'factor in the eventual
success of the merit pay system is how well-it
is accepted and judged
__those_ employees participating in.it; After.completing two appraisal and pay cycles; employees' overall
attitudes toward merit ay remain negative.
8owever:, there were improvements in employees'
perceptions of_ certain aspects of he system
after the October 1982 merit payout's. For example., the_ percentage of employees who

believed their merit paY_increases wete_an accurate-reflection of their performance_increased from 8 to 25 percerit in Agriculture;
from 10 to 2'6 percent in HUD, and .froth 15 to
21percent in Navy from 1981 to 1982. How-_
ir
eer;
about 80 percent of all employees in the
three agencies do not belieVe the system in-creasea their motivation or performance;
AMong the top performers; 75; fi2; and 61 percent of the employees in Agriculture; Navy;
and HUD, respectively;_ shared this view, (See

pp. 48; 49, and 50 and app. I,114

VI
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recognizes that certain practical problems
with the merit paysystdmi such as inconsistent:tater8; probably cannot: be completely
resolved; nor can the influenCe of nonperformance factors on pay be totally eliminated.
GAO. also realizes that merit pay is still_a
relatively new system; and that compensation
experts have stated, that it may take 5 to 10
years for a merit pay system to operate as intanded. However, bytaking_Steks now to
ensure greater 'equity in ratings_and_pay; and
.

to redUde the _effect of non - performance fac-

tors on\pay, OPM is more likely to gain Kider
employee support and acceptance. This will.in
turn improve merit pay's Chances of success.
OPM's regulationsthat were_scheduled;to go
into effect'November 25, 1983;_Would have addressed.sOme of GAO's recommendations.
These rejUlationS; which also covered' several
personnel ,subjects other than Merit pay; have
been declared null and void by the U.S. Pis=
trict Court, and OPM has been enjoined from
directly or indirectly implementing them. The
court deciSion does not preclude OPM from
'sponsoring legislation or drafting new- regulations to adOress the issues discussed in this
report, and GAO belieVes several changes need
to be made to+the merit pay system._ Therethe extent that
fore; GAO racomMend8;that;
it is legally permissible;the Director; Offide of PersOnnel Management;

=ASSeS8 thejmpapt of pool composition and
agency formulas on merit" pay increases and
developrctiteria that will reduce the effect
of nonperformance_factors'on merit pay in1Creabes (see p. 23 );

--reemphasize thd need for agencies to establish separate merit pay pools for their
carder Ahd_noncareer (Schedule C) merit pay
employees to ampid.the appearance of their
having -an unfair advantage in competirpj for
merit pay increases :(see p. 23)
vii
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--enforce_the regulations which prohibit
forced distribution of ratings (quotas) (see
23);

--require that merit pay pool managers or
their delegates review performance standards
at the beginning of the appraisal period to
ensure that, to the maximum extent feasible;
they contain the desired characteristics of
objectiltity and measurability and that they
are of comparable difficulty for similar
jobs (see p.-36);

1.1

--require that employeed be given the_oppor7
.tunity to consult with their supervisors in
setting their performance'4itandards (see p.
36);

- -require that standards be communicpted to
employees within a reasonable and specified
time from the beginning of the appraisal
period. (see p. 36);
- -provide adequate resources to maintain its
planned merit pay evaluation efforts tsee
p. 47);
- -clarify the intended role of the cash award
program for merit pay employees and provide
guidance and oversight that will ensure that
it is used as an integral part of merit pay
(see p. 47); and

-comply with the legal requirement to publish
annual reports which analyze the cost and
effectiveness of the merit pay system and
cash award program (see p. 47).
_.11

\_

GAO received written comments on the draft of
this report from the Departments of Defense
and Agriculture and the Office of Personnel
Management. GAO received oral comments from
HUD.
These agencies_ generally agreed with the
report's findings and recommendations. OPM
stated that it does not believe it necessary
to report on the costs of the merit pay system
because the total payouts under merit pay are
the same as they would have been under the
General Schedule. However, the law requires
viii
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that OPM publish a report on, the cost and effectiveness of the merit pay system and OPM
has not kept track of the costs incurred in
(See
implementing and operating this program.
p. 47.)

Agriculture commented that although technically correct, appendix VIII 'creates a false
impression that unfair benefits are accruing
to higher graded employees. Appendix VIII
shows the average actual increases received by
merit pay employees in each grade and,is .designed to demonstrate-the magnitude of the inThe charts were not intended to
creases.
imply that higher graded employees unfairly
received_mord than lower graded e4loyees.
The complete text of all the agencies' written
comments is contained in appendixes XI through
XIII.

Tear Sheet
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ABBREVIATIONS
CSRA

Civil Service ReformAct

FPM
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GAO

General Accounting Office

OPM

°Mew of Personnel Management

OPM 1N3

Office of Personnel Management Interagency
Advisory Group

HUD

Department of Housing and Urban Development

GLPSSARY
Acceleration factor

A mathematical factor used irt.some
agency pay formulas to provide the_
largest merit pay increases to employ/
ees lower in the salary range.' Awardi
ing more_money to those_low,er in the
range allows them to catch up with

similarly rat7 employees higher in
the range.

Annual salary adjustment

The avera ge annual percentage increase

usually given each October to adjust_
federal salaries -in the General_SchedIt is an adjustment to salaries
ule.
to reflect those currently- existing in
the private sector for similar work
A
and levels.
Automatic increase

The guaranteed portion of e merit pay
employee's total annual increase., It
can be 50 percent jor more if OPM so
deci
s) of the annual salary adjustgranted to General Schedule
employees.

Cash award

Fot a merit pay employee, an .award,
not to be included as part of base
salary, given for superior accomplishment, an invention, suggestion,

special aqt or service, or oper personal effort which contributes to the
efficiency, economy, or other improveCash awards
ment of the government.
may not exceed '$10,000 unless approved
by OPM.

Critical element

A component of an employee's job that
is of sufficient importance that performance below the minimum standards
requires remedial action and denial of
Unacceptable
a merit pay increase;
performance may also be the basis for
removing or reducing the grade of an
Such action may be taken_
employee.
without regard to performance on other
job components.

Forced distribution

Grade adjustment factor

The result of a management decision,
designed to achieve a predetermined
diStribution of-Odividual perfortancs ratings. OPM has stated thatj
"no merit pay determination may be_
modified in order to force a specific
distributibn of performance level,
wamon% merit pay empIbyees."
tical faC'tor that maintains
A math
the i tergrade pay differential, that
is, the percentage salary difference

representing the differences indifficulty_and complexity among merit
pay grade levels.
A pay system designator used to indicate that a position is covered by
the provisions of the merit pay

GM

system;

The amount -of money available to an
agencS, head "for the purpose of grantThe merit
ing merit pay increag-es.
pay fund includes the nonautomatic
portion of the comparability adjust=
ment and amounts estimated to reflect
Within-grade and quality step in-_
creases that would have been available to merit pay employees under the
General Schedule pay system.

Merit pay fund

I

Merit pay;intreaso

Merit pay pool

The amount of- money added to an 6MpIoyee's total annual base salary
that recognizes and rewards perform-7
ance based on periodic appraisals of
performance.

Those grouped employees who compete
directly for fixed merit pay funds.

Merit pay pool official

Merit pay pool managerS_Or their.representatives interviewed during this
assignment.

Performance appraisal
or rating

A descriptive account which measures
employe performance durihg an a0=
Under merAt_pay,
praisal -eriod.
Cre
to
be
based on the; em=
ratings
ployee's\performance measured against
established criteria.
'

18
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Performance element.
or element

A duty or responsibility for which an
emplbyee is accountable.

Penformance salary
ceiling

A i:echnique used in some merit pay
plans to set a limit or limits in the
salary range beyond which the employee
may not advance unless his/her performance improves;

Performance standards

A description of how well an employee
must.perform specific tasks.- These
standards enable employees and Supervisors to determine how well the employees are doing their Work by
comparing their actual performance to
the
rds.
When feasible, perfor rice
anilards should contain
measur
f quality, quantity, and
timeliness.

Presumptive rating

Quality step. increase
.

Top performers

Rating_ assigned when an employee has
not been in a merit pay position or
under performance standards for a requisite period of time and when the
quality of the perAormance cannot be
measured because there is insufficient
information to make a meaningful.
assessment:
An "increase in an employee's basic pay
rate that is designed to recognize
.sustained high quality performance.
Merit pay employees are not eligible
for quality step increases.
However;
the merit pay fund includes the total
amount of those increases pool members Vould have received if they'-remained4under the General Schedule.

Those employees who in Agriculture,
were rated at 4.5 or higher (out of
5.0); in 'HUD, were rated Outstanding;
or in Navy, were rated at Level
(highest rating).
1

19

I.

Within-grade increase

i.

A periodic increase given to General
Schedule. employees as a permanent
increase to base salary. General
..Schedule employees receive about a
3=percent Increase provided their
Lperformance is acceptable. Merit pay
employees are not eligible for
within-grade increases,_but the amount
they would have received for such
increases is included in the fixed
merit pay fund.
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CHAPTER 1
00.

INTRODUCTION

0
_

The merit pay system and_cash_award_program was created by
the Civil Service ReforM Act (CSRA) of 1978,1 ;and has been in
effect_since_October 1981. _The Cheirwomani_Subcommittee on Compensation and EMpioyee Benefits, House Committee on Post 9ffiCe
and Civil Service, asked.us to review agency experiences in making the transition to luerit_pay:. In response to this request,
we reviewed the_ implementation and operat;ion of the merit pay
systems during the.1981 and. 1982 pay cycles at three Departtents:
Agriculturd,-Housing and Urban Development (HUD).; and
These Departments combined. employ about 25 percent cia 1
Navy;
federal merit pay employees;
.

OBJECTIVE OF CSRA:
TO LINK
MERIT PAY TO FAIR AND OBJECTIVE
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
'

The objectives of. the merit pay system, as expressed in the
CSRA, tre to:
- -Recognize and reward quality performance by varying merit
pay increases using available funds.
- -Use performance appraisals as the basis for determining
merit pay adjustments.
- -Provide for training that will help supervisors improve
their objectivity .a.nd fairness in evaluating rierformance,
again using available funds.

The merit pay system was Ls° intended to (1) significantly
improve productivity, ideas, and service to the public and
(2) increase communication between supervisors and subordiThe performance appraisal provisions, specifically, were
nates.
expected to help supervisors accurately evaluate job performance
based on objective criteria.
Upon signing the CSRA, fcter President Carter expressed
hope that merit pay would put_

incentive and reward back into the Federal sys".
From now on, promotions and pay increases
tem
will be a sign of jobs well done."
.

.

.

.

1Title V, Public Law 95-454, October 13, 1978,
now codified at 5 U.S.C. V5401-5405 (1982).
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'Additionally, the_first Difrector of the Office Of Personnel Management (OPM) indicated that the performance appraisal process
would be
".
to the direct benefit of the vast majority ofFederal workers! who do their jobs well and want. to be
judged on the basis'of their performance; The'increased emphasis on meaningful appraisals -will impose

additional responsibilities on managersirut it will
also provide them with a more effective and equitable
means of. managing their employees." '

He further remarked that "unless the Civil Service ReforM Act
improves governmental performance, it will not have succeeded."

MERIT_PAY_INCREASES_ARE
BASED ON PERFORMANCE RATINGS
Merit pay fundamentally changed the way some employees'
salaries are determined. At present, most merit pay employees
have been through only -two complete performance appraisal and_
payout cycles. As would be -tite__case with any new system, prob=
lems have occurred which_, must__
resolved for the system_toachieve its intended gciala. Compensation experts hal;,e stated
that it may take from 5 to 10 years for such a system to operate
as intended;
,...

.

.

.

-,

Under the merit pay system; pay increases, for supervisors
and Management officials in grades 13 throug _15'are based on.
performance. Merit 'pay_employees are placed i oFganiZational_
ermined by
groups (merit pay pbols) whose composition is
agency management. These employees do not automatically receive
annual salary adjustments usually granted to General Schedule
employees, nor are they eligible for, within-grade and ;quality.

IlL1-

''s

step increases thatGeneralSchedble employees_mayreceive. %
They are guaranteed at least half of the annual salary adjust-'
meet and compete against each other for additional merit pay
increases which are based on the degree o which the employees
m
;or exceeded 'performance standards established at the beginning of"the appraisal period. These increases are paid out_of a
fixed merit pay fund which is made up of a maximum of one-half
the annual_salary adjustment plus an amount -equal to the
Within-gradearid quality-step increases:pool members would have
received had they remained under the General Schedule. According to OPM, about 108,000 employees were covered by the merit
pay system rn f'scai year 1982. -(About 80,000 GS-13's through;
GS-15's Were n t designated asjmanagers or supervisors.).

OPM is responsible for developing procedureS for implementing and_operating merit pay systems governmentwide. It is
responsible for providing technical assistance to agencies, re-_
viewing'and
_. approving merit pay plans, issuing guidance on which
.

,,.,

.

A
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positions- ould be covered under merit pay; and evaluating_the
cost an effectiveness of the merit pay. system and cash award
In October 1983, OPMproposed regulations which would
program.
alter the scope of -the merit'pay systems andt which it stated;
would address some of our recommendations contained in chapters
However; on December 31, 1983, tie regulations
2; 3, and 4;
were determined to be null and void by_th6 U.S. District Court;
and OPM_was enjoined from directly or indirectly implementing
them.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
_

Ourobjectivesfor_this review were to determine bow three
large federal agencies implemented merit-pay systems and made
their pay increases for fiscal years 1981 and 1982 and how their
systems have operated since then; We also wanted to (1) observe
how the agencies evaluated merit pay implementation, (2) determine how merit pay was perceived and acjepted by employ qes and
With the
managers; and (3) identify areas requiringattention.
concurrence of the requesting Subcommittee, we decided that_a
2-year study; with data collected after the_Obtober 1981 and
October 1982 merit pay cycles, would meet these objectives and
also allow us to evalute hoiv the merit pay system hadevolved.
We Selected the Departments of Agriculture; HUD, and Navy;
because they employ large numbers of merit pay employees; represent both military and civilian agencies; and have different_
types of merit pay systems. Agriculture had about_9;600 merit
pay employees in 1981 and 1982, HUD had about 2;20Q; and Navy
had about 16;100,.. Combined; these Departrdents employed about "
28,000 employees under merit pay systems--25 percent of all federal merit pay, employees.

To find out how mert pay was. implemented, we interviewed
merit pay pool officials z and reviewed performance appraisal
Because:
and pay-statistics of/pools in each of. the Departments;
merit pay pools in all three Departments.were scattered_across
the country; it was not feasible to interview a statistically
valid random sample of pool officials that would be projectable
to each Department. Therefore we judgmentally selected merit
To get some indication of how
pay pools from each DeReartment.
the systems were_progrOssing, we reviewed essentially the_same
pools and interviewed the same pool officials_when_possible during both years. More details on the number of pools reviewed,
the_number of pools in each agency, and the number of e ployees
included in the pools we,reviewed are included in appendix V.

2Pool managers or their representatives.
3
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We also reviewed a randomly chosen sample of performance
ratings from these pools and analyzed them to determine whether
they complied with requirements of the CSRA. We analyzed the
1981 and 1982 performance ratipgs of 475 employees (a_total of
950 ratings), which included dtrer 12i000 separate OerfOrmanCe
standards, and evaluated the quality of-the standards. To do
this, we analyzed each standard to determine if it contained_
measures of_quality4 quantity, or timeliness. Sample sizes for
this analysis were sufficiently large so that we are 95-percent
confident that the reported results are within 5 percentage
points of what would have been found if we had reviewed all the
ratingS in these pools. A detailed discussion of the methodoiogy followed in analy4ng the performance ratings is included in
appendix VI.',J-or both years, we also analyzed summary statistics on ratings and pay increases from the pools__ reviewed as
well 'as overall statistics provided by the'agencie9.
Finally_, we_ administered a questionnaire to merit pay employees in the three agencies to determine their attitudes and
At
opinions on various aspects of merit` pay over the 2 years;
tA time:of our first survey, HUD and Agriculture were developing questionnaires of their own and'agreed to attaChOur iqUesThese were mailed to all HUD_arid*
tionnaire to theirs;
Agriculture merit pay employees and were returned by 62 percent
in HUb and,60 percent in Agriculture.

Since the Navy had not developed a questionnaire at the time
of our first survey, we sent our questionnaire directly to a
.random_sample of 624 NaVy_merit pay employees_and ha a response
.rate of 94:percent. We also received 97 unsolicited.'completed
questionnaires from Navy merit pay employees not in our sample
who wished to contribute their opinions to our study; These
presented
responses were not included'in anVsof the statisti
Final sample' sizes for the first survey_in the
in this report
Departments were large enough that we are .95-percent confident
that findingS are wit'hin.4 percentage points or less of What_
would be found if all merit pay employees in the_three Depa'rtments'had been sampled.
.

For the second year, we used the same questions, but added
other questions based on the results of thp first- yearThis
comgarison' of first- and second-year attitudes' and
facilitated
opinions.

Since none of the three Departments was using a quedtionnaire to evaluate employee attitudes about_the second year of
'merit pay, in January 1983 we 'sent questiorinaires to a random
sample in each Department.- -We sent 580 questionnaires to Navy

.

merit pay employees,*643 to HUD employees, and 586 to Agriculture employeed. Response rates were 90, 90, and 89 percent in
the three Departments,_respectively. Sample sizes were large
enough so that we areP95-percent confident that findings are
ilithin,5 percentage points or_less of what would have been found
if all merit pay employees in the Departments had been sampled.
Confidence intervals, sampling errors, and questionnaire results
for both years' surveys are included in appendixes II and III.
.

We alsO-,,separated <tut and analyzed the responses of top

performers--those employees in our surveys in 1982 who were
rated in the tqp performance category by their agency. The
,,purpose was to find out how'the attitudes of those who had
received the best ratings and largest merit increases differed
from therest of our sample population.
Because our work in both years_covered only 3 of approx,ir
mately 70 federal agencies with merit pay systems, we_cannot
projectiour-findings to all agencies or merit -pay employees-only to those examined,' _However, because Agriculture,_ HUD, and
the Navy experienced similar merit pay problems -in both years
and employ about 25 percent of all federal merit pay employees,
we, believe our findings are a valid basis for making recommendations to OPM for improving the-merit_pAy system;

We conducted the review at the,three Departments' headquarters in Washington, D.C.,_and at merit pay pools from each_DepartMent in the Boston'and San Francbt6o areas. Audit work
beganin December_1981 and ended_in March 1983. The review was
carried out according to generally accepted government auditing
standards.

CHAPTER
FACTORS OTHER TH

PERFORMANCE

AFFECT MERIT PAY
The CSRA requires age.pcies',to establish merit pay ayattt
which shall "use. performance appraisals as the basis_for deter=
mining .merit pay adjuStments.; However, several factors ind6=
pendent of performance affected the.5ize of merit pay increaSesatAgrl-c--GIture, HUD; and Navy.
These- includd'the .accuracy_and
consistency -of the performance-standards and ratings; the distribUtion_of ratings in the pool; the formulas the Departments
used to_distribute'merit pay_; and the variable annual salary adjustment,_up .to half of_which card be used as merit -pay.
Some of
these factors, siuchas_the amount of_ money available for_ merit
pdy, increases, cannot be controlled by the,agencies._ Other fad=
torsi such as the merit pay formulas, can be controlled by_agencies;
While these factors which causedifferences in merit -pay
are not prohibited bylaw and maV,neVer be completely eliminated; they have contributed to negative employee perceptions of
merit pay.
STANDARDS_ANDP-RATINGS:MAY BE INCONCLUSIVE
MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

Some performance standards and ratings may not accurately
measure performance and can have animpact_onithe eMployee's,
merit pay increases.
According to-one recognized performance
appraisal expert,

.theproblem of variation in the.standards of
different judges has_never_been completely solvedi
nor have we succeeded in_eliminating the effects Of
,bias and prejudice in making appraisal judgments."1
Recognizing
at standards and appraisals prepared.by dif=
,ferent superviso
may not be consistent, some managers_in_the
three agencies
viewed'employee standards and appraisals before)
they were finaIty approved.
Despite the reviews for consistency:
that may have taken place in these -and other pools, between 3.7:
and_52 percent of -the respondents in both years in each agency
believed_their 1981 and 1982- ratings did not accurately refleOt
their performance.
In addition; over 40percent of -the merit_
pay employees surveyed in 1982 believed_that inconsistencies in
how raters judge performance was a_great or very great problem
in their pool;
Employee comments regarding inconsistent ratings
included:
'

1The Human Side of :Enterprise; Douglas McGregori 1960; p. 82.
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--"I do know from others and from my own performance rating
that a great variation in ratings occurs. The system has
to be standardized to be fair."

"Probably the grecajtest difficulty, and the source of the_
most skepticism Wthe improbability of the various
..."
supervisors ratineon an equitable basis
.

.

=--"Thidifferent departments in outr-unit rate' by subjective
Some departments are very conservative and,
standards.
.gthers are very liberal."
Some merit pay'pfficials and employees believed that performance in their job could not-be accurately measured through
One employed Said, "It is difficult, if_not impbssistandards.
ble, to rate scientists fairly across different disciplines."
Another said, "AS a technical man doing highly varied work, my
producti 'ty and quantity of work are not subject to easy and
concise de nition." Still another said4 "When brain power is
Search and answer policy issues, performance eleLised to do
ments are d fficult to develOp_sand eValwite." Most pool_offi=
'cials said here were no standard measures that wobld allow th
to accurat y. assess employees' productivity.

DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS INFLUENCES MERIT PAY
The distributicin_Of ratings within a merit pay pool is crucial'in determining the merit pay_increase each 'employee receiveS. As a_reSult, employees in pools with very different
ratings ditributions can receive significantly different merit
pay increases even if they received a comparable rating. OPM'S
proposed_ 1983 regulations would have reduced to some extent -the
impact of the rating distribution by allowing agencies_to_adjust
the methods they use to,determine funds available to the pool to
adapt, for unusual distributions of ratings.

Appendixes VII and VIII_Shaw the agencywide distribution_of
ratings and_the_.atieraige merit pay increases by grade level and
'rating at the three agencies;
In each pepartmenti the distribution of ratings in pools:
For example, in somepools; over
varied Widely in both. years.
90 percent of the ratings were in the top two levels (for instance outstanding and highly satisfactory), compared -to less
When many people-within the
than 20 percent in other- pools
pool are highly rated tap performers- receive-less money than if
most of the pool members were rated:at a lower level, such as_
fully satisfactory._ThiSis true even in a controlled situation
in :which pools are identical in makeup and have an -equal amount
of fUndS available for rderit pay. Examples of differences in
pay for comparable tatings.in different-pools at the three
7

Departments are shown below.
In all cases, 1982 merit pay
This was because merit
increases were much larger than in 1981.
pay fundS in 1982 included half of the comparability adjustment
plus 1.6 percent of salaries for within-grade pay increases.
Because of a GAO decision, OPM had reduced the within-grade
contribution from 1.6 to ;8 percent of salaries for the 1981
payouts;
(For each year, two separate pools are shown. Thus,
pool 1 in 1981 is not the same as pool 1 in 1982.)
maple 1

Effect of Rating_Distribution on
,Average Merit Increases in Four Agriculture Pools
1981

Pool

Merit
increase
for.GM-14's
in category

Ratings

Performance
categorya

1

in

category

(percent)

(percent)

4.5 to 5.0
4.0 to 4.4
3.5 to 3.9
3.0 to 3.4
Below 3.0

Pool 2
Merit
Ratings
increase
in
for GM-14'sb
category in category

$383
342
315

53
43
2

2

'7
12

$658
598
541

37
44

134

464

0

0
1_982

Pool

4.5 to 5.0
4.0 to 4.4
3.5 to 3.9
3.0 to 3.4
Below 3.0

Pool 2

1

$1,555

5

49
32

3

1,754
1,638
1,266

0

-

30
45
22

14
0

$2,364
1,894
1,446
578

A

aAgriculture uses adjective descriptions for each performance
level, with each adjective corresponding to a number, as fol5.0, Outstanding; 4.0, Exceeds Acceptable; 3.0, Acceptlows:
able; 2.0, Minimally Accwtable; and below 2.0, Unacceptable.
The composite ratings, stich as 4.5, represent the weighted average of the rating score assigned to each performance element.
.,,

bIn pool 2, in 1981, more money was available per person for
merit pay because pf higher grades and salaries of the pool
members, a factor which also affected the difference in final
merit pay increases.
;.

2Office of Personnel Management's Implementation of Merit Pay,
B-203022, September 8, 1981.

Table,2
Effect of Rating Distribution on
Average Merit Increases in Four HUD Pools
-1981

Pool_2

Ratings

Performance
category

in

category

Merit
increase
for GM-14's
in category

in

category

Merit
increase
for GM-14's
in category

(percent)

,0,1percent)

Outstanding

Ratings

$4

0

11

$ 956

74

477

Highly satisfactory

23

Fully satisfactorya,

68

13

Marginal/Unsatisfactory

5

0

Presumptive
Fully Satisfactoryb

3

N

1;797

1982

Pool

POO1

1

2

$4,252

Outstanding

18

$300-34

Highly satisfactory

53

1;913

44

20561

Fully satisfactory

20

823

47

10103

489

5

884

Marginal/UnSatisfactory
Presumptive
fully satisfactory

0

aHUD dial not award merit pay increases to F611y.SatisfaCtory employees in 1981.

bA ratipg of Presumptive Fully Satisfactory is given when the employee is not under standards approv0 by the pool manager long
enough to be given a rating based on his/her actual performance.

Table 3
Effect Of Rating Distribution on
Average Merit Increases_in lour Navy Pools
4981

Pool

Ratings
in

Performance
category

category

Pool 2

4_

1

Merit
increase
for GM-14's
in category

in

-category

(percent)

(percent)

Level 1:
Substantially
exceeded all
objectives

Ratings

Merit
increase
for GM-14's
in category
a

/5

$1;374

40

$838

.25

419

41

687

45

229

Level 2:
Substantially
above target-most signifi=

cant objectives
Level 3:
Above target- most significant objectives

18.

140

Level 4:a
On target--all
significant
objectives

17

0

5

Level 5:
On target--some
objectives
Level 6:
Below target - -one

or more critical
elements

,

0

0

ain 1981, Navy did not award merit pay to Level 4 performers.

10

1982

Pool

Ratings

Performance
category

in

category.

1

Merit
increase
for GM-14's
in category

(percent)

el 1:
u stantially,
exceeded all
objectives

LeVel 2:
Substantially
above target- most signifi=
cant objectives

Pool
2
Merit
Ratings
Increase
in
for GM-14's
category in category
(percent).,

$2,759

36

$2,129

55

1,725

25

2,236

9

1,313

45

1,702

20

1,312

Level 3:
Above target- -

most significant objectives
Level 4:
On target--all
significant
objectives
1,61/el 5:

on target--some
objectives
Level 6:
Below target--one
or more critical
elements

0

0

0

As shown in the tables, significantly different merit pay increases were given to equally graded and rated employees who
happened ta be in different pools. For example,. in 1982 at HUD,
an Outstanding GM-14 employee in Pool 2 received over $1,200
more than a counterpart in Pool 1. At HUD in 1981, a Highly
Satisfactory GM-14 in Pool 1 received almost twice as large an
increase as an Outstanding employee in Pool 2.
11
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RATING QUOTAS WERE USED
IN SOME INSTANCES
FT regulations prohibit
The effect of this

uotas.
pamphlet,
fit

rating distributions to
as stated in a 1979 OPM

"To allow artificial and arbitrary non = performance
. do
factors to drive the merit pay increase would
irreparable harm to the Merit Pay System."3
.

.

_k__

officials and employAgency documents and discussiohs wit _p
ees lead_us to believe that somemerit_pay reviewing officials
forced distributions of ratings to meet rating quotas by lowerIn one instance.
ing ratings prepared by immediate supervisors;
at HUD a division director issued a memo statingi in part;
that:

"For [the office], the distribution is expected to be
roughly: 10-15% Outstanding; 25-30% Highly Satisfactory; 40-60% Fully Satisfactory; and 5-10% UnsatisfacNo individual division is expected to
tory
deviate more than two or three'percentage points from
these ranges."-,
.

.

.

.

After this memo had been written, the HUD Assistant Secretary
responsible for the division wrote his executive assistant, "I
want us to aim for no more than 10%.[to be rated] outstandingActual final ratings in the division were 13 percent
;"
Outstanding, 39 percent Highly Satisfactory, 42 percent Fully
Satisfactory, and 5 percent Marginally Satisfactory. The ASsistent Secretary, in a separate memo, later required a Deputy
Assistant Secretary to- downgrade some ratings from Highly Satis.*46estore a
factory to Fully Satisfactory, in order to ";.
paper balance with the generalpattern in [the office]." HUD
official§ told ua that this may have been a legitimate attempt
by management to ensure consistency of ratings.
:

.

Other examples of alleged forced distribution of ratings
included the following:.
--A HUD division director told us of being directed by
higher management to lower any three subordinates'
ratings.
--A memo to the staff of-an Agriculture regional official
stated that they should

3'iour Merit Pay System, OPM, November 1979, p. 26.
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carefully_ review performance ratings in
your ay ,00b1 9nd perhaps go back to your pay
pool superVISOrg:if the average for the pool
fglls repeES-id-6 the rall4e°'3.7 ,- 4.1 andlthe
stAndar\ ddeviation is not .at leaSt 0.30."
--Another HUD memo stated that "any manager who anticipates
disArdistributign deviating widely from it [an attached
ihe
diS=
ribution) can expect:to be$ASked to e4Pnsider
tribution.*
complained. that
--In an Agriculture memo, a rating offiOial
1

.-

.

it is veil) obvious that the ,changdS
[your office made to ratiajs I, submitted on, my

".

.

.

.

subordinate-8] were strictly based oh th'e 'numbers gmw and not on performance. Myapprgisals [of them] were right.and fully justified.
bAse on [their] actual performance"
.

-

In addition,- 30, 59, and 43._percent of AgripUIture,tHUD,
that management_used
and Navy' respondents, respectively, thought 1982.
Between 11 and
quotas to.develop ratings-in their poolininthe three Departments
27- percent of the merit pay employees
by higher level officials
believed that changes to ratings made
Narrative
reSponse6 from
was a great or very great problem.

distribution,of
merit pay employeeS concerning alleged forced
ratings follow:
organiza--"There was definitely a 'quota' System in my
he
could give
tion. _My supervisor told me outright that
rating."
one fully and one highly satisfactory
to follow a. Norma
--"I think our managers felt pressuredratings.
-This is b ackil
Distribution Curve to come up with
motivated
people;"
for an organization that has highly
--"This year Merit Pay has created a moral[4] probleM.
because'
Some of my associates had their ratinga changed
of a . quota system."
Xgency actively-pushed
- -"In an 4ffort to be equitable the diminished some employall ratings down, which ser'ously
ees' self esteem."
quotasotre,Otablished de- - "Most employees perceive that
Ote-eetAblished oeforced
.
.
spite the restrictions n
f
performance:"
distribution of levels
,

13

Such a system
I was more or less told
definitely affecis motivation.
my performance had been outstanding but due to 'other
considerations' I would have to be rated highly
Satisfactory."

"Quota systems were used in both years.

Respondents who believed management used a quota system in
developing ratings generally had negative feelings toward the
merit pay, system. For example, when employees who believed rat= ing distribUtions in their pool were forced in 1982 were compared to those who did not believe distributions were forced,

--fewer believed that the merit paVperformane appraxsal
system was fair;
--fewer believed that the standards were set and ratings
and payouts made without favoritism;
--more believed that communication with their supervisors
had gotten worse; and
--fewer believed that merit pay was fairer in fiscal year
1982 than in fiscal year 1981.
When a case of pdssible forced distribution is brought to
its attention, OPM refers the case to the agency involved and
asks the agency to investigate and report back.

COMPOSITION OF THE MERIT PAY
POOL INFLUENCES PAY
The composition of a merit pay pool--the number of employees and their grades and location in the salary range--also affects individual merit pay. This is because the composition of
the pool affects how much money is available to make up the fund
'as well as how much/of it eachpprson will receive. Becquse the
composition of%pools varies greatly, individual pay can also
vary despite a similar rating. OPM as not prescribed how the
be determined.
membership of merit pay pools sho

Extremes in pool size can
accentuate- impact of
nonperformance _factors on pay

Small pools, of 10 or fewer people, accentuate any differences (in rating, grade, or position in the salary range) among
pool members. The President, who has the authOr4ty4 to exclude
agencies from the merit pay system, recognized t'fie problems with
4This authority is contained in the provisions of 5 U.S.C.
S 5401(b)(2)(A).
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small pools when he excluded several small agencies in 1981 and
He noted that
1982:
with very small groups, andther_individual's
. ,
performanceMas nearly as much impact on one's increase as his or her own, and merit pay cannot be confidently administered."
.

-4.

Recognizing the effect of small pools on pay; managers may
Foe
be tempted to give, all pool members the same rating;
example, at Agriculture, about 47 percent of all pools (166 of
351 pool) contained 10 or fewer people. In 24 percent (40) of
the small pools, all members fell into the same-rating category.
A
In large pools (those containing several supervisors
and
their staffs), ratings and, therefore, pay may -not be consisThis -is because some supervisors may rate harder -than
tent.
others, as disCussed earlier. As a result, pool members /ith
lenient supervisors.may ,benefit at the expense of their
coworkers in the same poql whose raters are more strict; One
employee commented that:

"In a pool as large as the one I am in_several_supervisors rating high creates an unfair distribution.
people in another staff were rated, by a
[supervisor] without guts or a different set [Ofr
valuesohigher than me and did not produce ,half of
vitiat,I did."

The grades and salaries-of_pool_members
influence the_amounts of merit pay
A

The combination.of employees' grades and positions in the
salary range affects the amount of money included in, and influences the-individual merit pay-increases made from, the,merit
pay pool fund._ OPM's merit pay formula requires that different
amounts be included in the pool fund for GM-13's, -14's, and
=15'S at different positions in the salary-range. Therefore,
the total fund can vary .depending on the number and combination
of grades and salaries in the pool;
-

In_addition, a grade adjustment factor is_used to recognize
the difference in complexity, importance, and difficulty of work
at the GM-13, -14, and -15 levels. This factor results in
awarding the highest percentage of money from the fund to
GM-15's and the_lowest to blcF-13's in proportion to the amount
they contributed.
Desp-ite this grade adjustment factor, managers at Agriculture, HUD, and Navy gave GM-15.!s higher ratings than the GM-13's
(See app. VII.) Thus, GM-15's
and GM4-14's in 1981 and 1982:
who were in a pool with many lower graded employees may have
15

received higher increases than GM-15's competing primarily with
other GM=15'S.
Dissatisfaction with this practice'is expressed
in the following comments:
"Supervigor believes GM-15's deserve higher performance
[ratings] than 14's and 14's higher than 13's. The 13'S
are supporting the merit pay system for the 14's and
15's.
A separate pool should be ma0e fbr each grade
level."

0'

- -"Being a GS-13, and in a pay pool for GS-15's, -14's,
-13's, obviously puts me and other GS-13's in an
unfavorable position!
The bonuses and higher ratings
that_go to GS-15's and 14's realistically mean less $
available for the GS-13's1 -think each grade should
stand on its-:own (1!) with its own pay pool!"
- -"MPS [merit pay system] benefiti higher management
GM-14-'s and 15's and supervisors."

- -"The higher your grade, the higher your MPS [merit pay
system] rating."
- -"Supervisors in my division have been given disproportionately higher ratings than those they supervise."

INCLUDING EMPLOYE
JA1ITH DIFFERENT
RESPONSIBILITIES I THE-SAME-POOL
CAN INCREASE EMPLOYEE DISSATISFACTION
When headquarters and field or noncareer (Schedule C)5 and
career employees are included in the same pool, employees may
feel they are competing in an unfair environment and that their,
merit pay increases may not reflect their performance. As one
pool official said, "this is [like] ,comparing apples and oranges
and plUms."
Including employees from different regions, or from region /field and headquarters, in the .same_pool may cause probOne study6 showed that field efopIoyees wefe concerned
lems.
5Upon specific apithoriation by OPM or under the terms of an
agreement with OPM, agencies may. make appointments to positions in grades GS-15 and below which involve a close and confidential working relationship with the head of an agency or
other key appointed officials. 'Positions filled under, this
authority are excepted-from the competitive service and constitute Schedule C.
6Effectiveness of Merit-Pap-Pool Management, James Perry, Jone.
Pearce, and Carla Hanzlik; Review- of Public Personnel Administration, Vol. 2, No. 3., Summer 1982.
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about being compared with employees in.states of; different
sizes. A pool manager in Agriculture felt that,-in his popi
of
condition8 in different states varied, makijig comparison
In
addition,
he_had
re=
performance for the same job difficult.
gional/field employees who were-competing.with headquprters
employees.
In HUD and Navy, a headquarters merit pay employee was more
-likely to receive the highest rating than an employee in the
Employees in Navy and HUD headquarters pools had
region/field.
and Outstanding ratings as
about twice the percentage of Level
regional/field_employeeS for both years. Comparable data was
not available for Agriculture.' The following table Shows the
difference in ratings in HUD and Navy headquarters and regional/
field pools.
1

Table 4
Comparison=of_Headquarters and Regional/PieleRatings'
HUD Performance Ratingsa
Highly_

satisfactory

Outstanding
1982
1981

1981

Marginal/

Fully

satisfactory _unsat1982

1981

.71q82

1981 1_982

(percent)

Headquarters
Region/field-

16

15

_,48

44

26

34

2

8

6

51

,41

35

46,

2

50

42

31

41

2

ir

Overall
department

12

9

Navy-Perto!rmanceRatIngsa
Level I1981 4 -9 -8_2

Level 2-

1981 1382

Level -4_ (Level_ f6
=Level 3
1981 1982 ,1981 1982 '1981 1982
(percent)

Headquarters
.

10

16'*

Region/
field

30

34

35

32.

16

27

34

43

40

17

28

33

40

36

Overall
depart-

merit

7

12

1

11

10

1

aThis table does not include Presumptive Fully Satisfadtory
ratings.
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The .folIowing .employee comments indicate their concern over
this issue.
--"My pool consists of a regional office and 4 field offices.
Field office people are consistently rated lower
than regionalpeople who take the. bulk of the merit pay
pool."

Tr"The system is su sect to the subjective Lhims ofIRegional Administ ators. In our case, he%expected the field
offices to take. a hard line on ratings . .
IAlappen
to know he'did not take a hard line on his own Regional
staff."
.

.

Including noncareer (Schedule C) and career employees in
the same merit pay pool also caused concern at HUD in 1982.
(Navy officials said
ey do not have any Schedule C employees
under merit pay_,_ and A riculture has separate pools for Schedule
C employees.) The fol owing table summarizes the variance in
rating distribu,tions between headquarters Schedule C appointees
and career employees at HUD.
Table_5_

Comparison bit-HUD Headquarters Ratings for
Schedule C and Career Merit Pay Employees

Outstanding

Highly
satisfactory

Marginal/
Fully
satisfactory unsat.

(percent)'

Schedule C
employeesa

55

Career
employeesb

-14

13

47

37

2

aPercentageb based on 31 perforManCe=baied ratings ( those for
which the employee was in the pool long enough to be rated on
This was the total number of performhis or her performance).
ance based ratings .for Schedule C. employees in HUD.
bipercentages based on the total (778) ratings in HUD headquatters'bhat were based on the employee's performance'.

In.1982, the average merit pay increase for a Schedule C
employee in headquarters' was $2,314. The average merit pay
increase for. all HUD headquarters career employees was $1;793.
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In One IUD office, all 11 Schedule C merit pay employees who
re ceived performance-based appraisals in 1982 were rated as Outstanding; They received merit pay increases averaging $2;859.
-Merit-pay increases for that office's career employees averaged
$1,983.

nwemployees objected to the_policy_of placing Schedule C
employees: in the same pool with career civil servants, as shown
by.their comments.
--"The system is rife with 'subjectivity and inherently
flawed: in placing Schedule C staff in the same pool with
."
career staff
- -"There should be a separate Merit Pay Pool for Schedule C
employeeb===they Should not be in the-same pool as career
employees."

-"The senior officials will find ways to reward Schedule C
types."
-- "Another major defect [of merit pay] is the incluSion of
Schedule C merit pay personnel in the pool with _career
personnel. The Schedule C's were generally hand- picked
by the raters or reviewers, thereby making them part of
the 'new team' or 'us' vs. 'them' career types. I would

like to know what the average rating_and merit pay
amounts were . . . to Schedule C's fororY 1982."

--"The system seems to havebeen politicized, with top
changing the ratings of career people
political R
in order to reward them ewes and their appointed
subordinates."
OPM does not currently haVe a policy requiring separate
pools for Schedule C appointees who are under merit pay, but,
encourages agencies to have separate pools.
AGENCY FORMULAS CAUSg-DIFFERENCES
IN MERIT PAY INCREASES AMONG AGENCIES

AS provided for in the CSRA; OPM allows the agencies great
flexibility in designing their merit pay plans and .th4e_formulas
for computing merit pay increases. -Formulas can inclUde variables:such as the performance salary ceiling,_ maximum annual
merit pay increasei_and acceleration_facto-k which_can be used at
In addition, different values can
the discretiOn of the agency.
be used for the points or percentages assigned to performance
levels, and the number_of performance levelS can vary; Due to
the_Mahy formula variations possible. for determining increases,
Merit pay can be very different for a similar rating.
19

Performance salar ceilin
vary pay increases

Performance salr ceilings limit the salary within each
grade according to t'he evel of performance. For instance, in
HUD, an employee rated ully Satisfactory cannot advance past
the, equivalent of step
of the General Schedule for the grade
until earning a Highly Satisfactory or Outstanding Fating. An
employee already at the equivalent of step 8 who receives a
Fully Satisfactory rating would receive only the auf0matic portion of comparability and no merit pay. Agriculture and Navy do
not incorporate performance salary ceilings into their meritpay
formulas.

AP

4

OPM merit pay simulations show that, formulas using the gerformance salary ceiling generally reward highly rated employees
with a higher percentage of-merit pay than do other formulas.
The 1982 pay increases (see app; VIII) show that top-rated HUD
employees did receive more th
their counterparts in Navyand
Agriculture.
Maximum annual increases vary'

Although OPM does not restrict the size of merit pay increases, some agencies do. Navy limits merit incre#ses to no
more than the annual salary adjustment plus one-third of the
salary range; HUD, to the adjustment plus 15 percent of base
salary; and Agriculture, to the adjustment plus 9 percent of
base salary;
Acceleration factor rewards employees
lower in the salary range
According to OPM, some agency formulas use an acceleration
factor to award larger merit increases to employees lower in th
salary range. This alldws them to catch up with equally rated
employees who, because of their longevity, are higher in the
range. The intent is to reward performance rather than longevity;
OPM encourages this practice, believing that equally,
graded employees getting the same rating should, over time,
receiv'e the same base salary.
Agriculture's formula incorporates the acceleration factor while HUW's and Navy's do not.
The acceleration factor can result in the highest rated
people, who are also near the top of the salary range, receiving
smaller merit pay increases than employeeslower in the range.
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Points f
v

The different formulas assign points to different rating
categories. The points are multiplied by dollars available per
(See app. IX
point to determine individual merit pay increases.
for a description of ho,A,7 individual merit pay increases are calPoints assigned to i'ating categories in the three Deculated.)
partments reviewed are siiewn below.
1

Table 6

POints Assigned to Performance
Levels at Three Agencies
HUD
1982
3.0
2.0
1.0

Rating
Outstanding
Highly satisfactory
Fully satisfactory
Marginally satisfactory
_Unsatisfactory
>

,

0
0

Navy
1982
2.1
1.7
1.3
1.0

4,Aaqn2

Lev 1.

Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

1

highesE)

2
3
4
5
6 (lowest)

,

0
0

Agriculture

_1982
10! 3.0

Rating
5.0 (Outstanding)
4.5
4.0
3.5

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

,

3.0 (Fully Acceptable)
Less than 3.0

0

As the table shows, in 1982; an Outstanding Navy employee (Level
1) received 2.1 times more points than a Level 4 employee of
equal grade; On the other hand, in 1982, an Outstanding (5.0)
Agriculture employee received 3 times more than a Fully_AcceptIn all instan-:
able (3.0) employee of,equal grade and salary.
ces, the dollar value-Of a point is_the same within_a pool, but
would be_different between pools_unless the pool makeup and
rating distribution are identical.
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The points pregcribed by the merit pay formula reflect man;
agement's decisions. about the degree to which different levels
of performance Should'be rewarded. Thus, Agriculture raised its
point value in 1982 for outstanding performance to, provide a
greater distinction in pay between SatiSfactory_and Outstanding
employees. _Navy lowered its point value in 1982 to provide
greater merit pay increases to more employees.
Number of rating categories
receiving merit pay varies

Agency formulas specify how many rating categories are eligible for merit pay. For example, Navy had six categories in
1981 and 1982 and awarded merit pay to the three highest categories in 1981 but to the top four in 1982; In 1981 and 1982,
HUD had five categories but increased the number of categories
receiving merit pay from two to three in 1982. Agriculture in
both years had five_categories_and awardpd merit pay to employ!:
ees rated Fully Satisfactory (3.0) or better.
(See app. VIII.)
When more employees in more rating categories are eligible
to receive merit pay -from a fixed fund, less money is available
to each providing other factors are equal. As a result, at
Agriculture in 1981s; average merit pay increases were much
smaller than at HUD and Navy which awarded merit pay only to
those rated higher than Fully Satisfactory; Thus, because
agency merit pay forMulas award increases to empIoyees-in different numbers of raW,ng categories, employees rated as_Fully
Satisfactory in one agency might receive merit pay, while_FUlly
Satisfactory performers in another_agency_might not._ Again, the
agency merit pay formula, and not the employee's performance,
can cause differences in pay between equally rated employees.
caaaLusaas_
Several factors'other than performance have influenced the
size of merit pay increases that employees receive. The effect
of some of these factors, such as merit pay, lormulas and merit
pay pool composition, can be_reduced by OPM and-the agencies.
The distribution of ratings in_the pool is another factor that
affedtS_the size of merit pay increases. OPM gives each agency
great flexibility in setting up its merit pay system, including
factors that influence pay. Because of employee concerns over
the equity of merit pay; OPM and the agencies should strive to
reduce the effect of these nonperformance factors on pay. These
factors-can never be completely eliminatedi.but have taken on
added significance since the advent of merit pay, because_merit
pay adjustments are now based on the performance appraisal..
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GAO-'s review found that.these=factors have influenced the size
of merit pay' increases more than is necessary.

OPM can help accomplish this by reemphasizing the need for
Schedule C and career employees to be placed in separate pools
and by enforcing OPM regulations which prohibit_the _forced_distribution of ratings. The agencied'ean also help reducethe
effect of nonperfOrmance factors on pay by considering such
factors as pool-size and employee grade and responsibilitieg_in
establishing their merit pay.pools._ These efforts are needed to
help boost employee acceptance, of -the merit pay system.

RECOMMENDATIONS T0
THE DIRECTOR, OPM
We recommend that the Director, OPM, assess the impact of_
pool coniposition and agency formulas oh merit pay increases and
develop criteria that will minimize their possible adverse efWe urther recommend that, to the-extent that it i8
fects.
legally perfissible, the Director should:
- -Reemphasize the need for agencies to establistrseparate
merit pay pools for its career and noncareer (Schedule C)
employees, so that Schedule C employees do not receive
larger merit increases at the expense of career
employees.

law

- -Enforce the'reguIations whidb'prohibit forced distribution of ratings.

AGENCY COMMENTS -1
/1
In commenting on the report, OPtestated that it was aware
of pool composition problems'and that their October 25,0, 1983,
proposed regulations would authorize agencies to take pool composition factors into consideration in disbursing merit pay
OPM stated it has always recommended to agencies that
funds;
career and noncareer employees not be included in the same merit,
OPM noted that in some cases, such as when the
pay pools.
agency has_only one or two noncareer employees, it is not apprdpriate to do so. OPM'stated that the October regulations would
reinforce the prohibition against forced ratings distributions
and that it would work diligently to see that this requirement
is accomplished.

In its only comment on the draft of this report, Agriculture stated that the charts in appendix VIII, although technically correct, create a false impression that unfair benefits
are accruing to employees at higher grades. Agriculture noted
that because higher grAded,individuals have higher base salaries, they contribute more money to the merit pay pool and thus
23
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receive larger increases. They also point out that_an 666-ehtially flat distribution;curve would result if the increases
shown in appendix VIII were converted into percentages of
The charts-in appendix VIII show the_actual average_in7
salary.
creases received in the three_agencie6 in 1981 and 1982andwere
intended to show -the reader the magnitude of theincre ses received_under merit pay. The charts were not intende to 'mply
that higher graded employees unfairly received mor than ower_
app. VII)
graded employees; Howeveri the report does show (
ployees
that in all three agencies, higher graded merit pay
consistently received better performance ratings_than lower
gtaded employees. This was a source of dissatisfaction to merit
pay employees because it did lead to larger merit increases for
higher graded employees.
.

HUD and DOD agreed with the-findings, conclusions, and recommendations in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS BETTER,

BUT STILL NEED IMPROVEMENT
After 2 years,_the quality of performance standards improved slightly; but Agriculture; HUD, and Navy managers were
still having prdblems establishing standards which were measurable or that distinguished between performance revels;
Most merit pay employees responding to our questionnaire
believed their standards were fair, tailored to their job, and
consistent with organizational goals in both 1981_and_1982.
Most employees from Agriculture and Navy also_believed supervisors considered their views when setting_standards. 'Many em7
ployees, however, were not satisfied. with_the amount of input
they_had in setting_their_standards and objected to managers establishing identical standards for different jobs.
The CSRA1 requires that performance standards be communi7
cated to each employee at the beginning of each_apPraisaI
However, 37 percent of Agriculture emproees_and 70
_period;
\percent of HUD employees whose standards we reviewed did not receive their standards until at least 3 months after the ap-.
praisal period began.
WHAT ARE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS?
Performance standards provide the criteria for how well an
employee must perform specific tasks; These standards enable
supervisets and employees to determine how weilemployees are
doing their work by comparing their actual performance to established criteria. '
Although performance appraisal is an inherently subjective
process, the CSRA2 requites agencies to establish performance
standards which, to the extent feasible, use objective criteria
to accurately evaluate performance. To achieve this, chapter
430; subchapter 2-3(b) of the Federal Personnel Manual (FPM),
promulgated by OPMI_says that each standard should be objective,
realistic, reasonable, and clearly stated in writing; Each
standard should be defined so that-both the supervisor and the
employee know what is expected andlwhether the standard has been
met;

2

5 U.S.C.

§ 4302,(b)(2).

5 U.S.C.

4302(b)(1).
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EMPLOYEES GENERALLY SATISFIED
WITH PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Overall, surveyed_ employees seemed satisfied with several
As indicated
important_ aspects of their performance standards.
by the following chart, most employees in both years in all
three Departments felt their standards were fair, tailored to
their job, and consistent with organizational goals.
_

Table 1

Agriculture
1981

1982

HUD
1981 1982'

Navy
1981

1982

(percent)

Standards were fair
Standards were tailored
to job

69

4-)6

65

63

70

73-

68 ):

60

78

80\

77

73

79

85

Standardwere consistent
with organizational goals
78
and mission

84

As the chart shows, acceptance of performance standards was good
However, at HUD, there
in all three agencies in the first year
was a statistically significant decline in employee satisfaction
with these aspects of standards in the second year.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
HAVE IMPROVED SLIGHTLY
According to a handbook3 published by OPM's Interagency
Advisory Group (IAG),4 establishing quality performance standards is- essential to a successful performance appraisal. system.
Also under the merit pay program, the amount of an employee's
merit pay increase is dependent in large part_upon his or her
performance rating.

3DLagnostic, Gu1de for Improving the Quality of Performance_p_ements and Standards, IAG.

4The IAG Committee:on Performance Appraisal is an OPM-sponsored
group_comprised:of agencies' personnel directors;_ their repreSentati>ves; and line managers to provide a forum for sharing
information abOut'performancp appraisal systems and techniques.
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We reviewed 12,216 performance standards from,a-total off
950p'tiformance_appraisals at the Department8:,Of AgriC4tUr0
HUD, :and Navy for fiscal years 1981 and 1982"SS.;ShOWn
Table H2

Agency
.Agriculture
HUD
Navy
Total

Performance
appraisals
reviewed

:.-

Performamce_standards analyzed
Total

1982

1981

326.

'2,299

'326

298

1,099
1,714

3,035
2,382
1,687

.950

5,112

7,104

----..'

5,334
3;481
3,400
2i216'

_The quality measures in the performance standards improved_--s -till
However,
in. all three DepartMents in fiscal year-1982;
found standards that
.--Were not measurable in terms of qualit

,

quahtity, and

timeliness and
not distinguish between performance levels;

Quality, quantity, and timeliness_
criteria can improve measurability
of standards
i

t,

ij

Chapter 430, subchapter 2-3(b) of the FPM_stateS that when
it is 'feasible; performance standards should include,_amonq
other 'thies0, measures of quality, quantity, and tiweli-ess
Th-_yi should' indicate how well the_wOrk has ,to 156 drie

quality);

much work_is:to be_done (quantity), and_how soon t e work is
to be done (timeliness). According to'the IAG handbook, if
performance standards do not contain these measures, a_super.--visor_can expect difficulties in making accurate and objective
appraisals,
,

4)

Although we recognize thatit may not be feasible for all
standards to contain these measuresi_many_performance standards
-at .AgricuIturei 'HUD, and Navy_did_nOt contain quality0 quantity,
Howor 1982.
or, timeliness measures_in either tistal year 19_
everi ,as shown below, in fiscal year 1982 they was a statistically significant improvement in quality crite is of standards
i
in all three agenci&s,
1

.
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Table 3

Agency

Standards having measures of:
Quality
Quantity
Timeliness
1981 1982
1981 1982
1981
1982,
(percent)

---,

Agriculture

23

Hop
NaVy

16,

32
66

17:' 20

56
28
42

52
38
44

42
24
39

37.

32
33

Standards which simply restate the_employees' duties can:
make it difficult. for supervisors to objectively evaluate an employee's performance.
For example, one_performance_standzd for
an Agriculture civil engineer was to
"Respond to "t6queseland
provide assistance to Director of Engineering, to help maintain
the
safety program." This standard does not con;a-in any.
measures of qualityi quantity, or timeLinesp;
.

.

.

.,

.

Another example of a vague and immeasurable standard is ,the
fetllowing for a Navy Aerospace Engineer:

"Develop plans for advanced aircraft develoPment proPrepare proposals, briefings, technical rationale aocuments,
etc., in support of advanced aircrafttevelOpment
programs."
grams (fixed 'wing and /or helicopters).

i

Aga n;, this standard does not ten the employee how complete the
plan, proposals, etc., most be, how many there should be, or
Wien they are due. Had the standard rioted that the, lans had to)
meet the supervisor's expectation for them, in our methodology,
the quality measre would have been satisfied.
Employees surveyed who were concerned with the bjectivi
and/or measurability of their perfotmance standards commented
follows:

-- "Most performance - standards are too vague and leave too
much to opinion:"

-"As long as standards are vague [and] immeasurable, management can rig ratings any way they want."
- "[Performance standards] are so broad and vague as to
allow total subjectivity on,part of supervisor."

--"Quality of performance standards Tains the biggest obstacle to a merit pay system
.

.
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On the other hand', another employe commented that establishing
quality performance standards "do s help to improve each
Supervisor's skills in evaluating a subordinate's performance in
a consistent measurable manner." The following two standards
include measures of quality, quantity, and timeliness which provide a basis for determining how well the employee is doin the
The first example is a standard defining the "on_targ t"
job.

level of performance for5g Navy Supervisory Budget An4lyT
"Submit required Justification Back-up Book data
no later than 3 weeks after final dollar and manpower
controlS are received. Special budget exhibit rebe submitted NLT [not later than] 1 week
quireme
Maximum of three mahor
after submiss a =n of above.
technical error c sed by failure to follow instructions or mathemat al calculations."
.

.

The second exampIe,is a standard defining the fully satis=.
factory level of performance for an Agriculture SuperviSory Management Ahalyst:

"Complete 60%.of the service-wide policy foratlectronic mail; 15% of the policy for word processing;
and develop the basis for the electronic filing
policy. Provide analysis and review of office information systems, 70%_of the studies agreed upon for
completion are accepted by the Staff Director._ Provide assistance.and/or leadership for_major office
system studies such as electronic mail; 70% of these
efforts agreed upon for completion will be accomplished within the set time limits."
Distinctions .1:tween_performance
levels need improvement

AccordOg to the lAG handbook, a clear, con-bib-6 differentiation laetween performance_leVels greatly increases the superviemployee's ability to accurately assess performance.
sor's
If distinctions do not exist, supervisors will have difficulty
determining the. employee's' level of performance and justifying
tkie gating givtn.

t AgriOnture and HUD, many standards did'not distinguish
betWeen_tile various performance levels.. However, as the chart
below shows;in fiscal year 1982, both ageDcies improved in deVelbping standards that distinguishbetWeen the five performance
levels used tO"ratp employees..,
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Table 4

Standards whichmake performance distinctions from:
Highly_
_Fully_
matqihally
Outstanding satisfactory satisfactory, satisfactory
to highly
to fully
to marginally to unsatis_satlsfactory=satisfactory sati-sfactary-

ATency

1982

1981

1982

1981

1981

factory

1982

1981

1982

43

54
56

(percent)

Agriculture
HUD

26
4

.-

47
25

42

55

57

3

9

1

74-

17

3

HUD_reguires standards for_ outstanding,_ fully satisfactory,
and unsatisfactory performance to be defined. liowever, 'the
following set of standards for a HUD Branch Chttf are anLexample
of standards that do not clearly distinguish between fully satisfactory, and outstanding performaftce:

Fully satisfactory level of performance
"Determines effectiveness of policies, procedures and
methods of operation of field office. Participates. in
field reviews of fie d office operations or the.resolution of specific
blems in a field office."

"Regularly determines effectiveness of policies and
procedures as they relate to the field office operations. Participates and/or coordinates field reviews
and promptly resolves any problems or deficiencies
noted."
Conversely, the following, standards for a HUD Area Audit
Stipervisor do identify _what performance is necessary to at'tain a
given raging:
Fun-TY satisfactory level of .performance
_

."90 percenttof assigned- surveys -and pilot audits with
Irelated_reports and guides which meet Ithe unit'S]
standards are completed within negotiated timeframes."
Qutstanding level-off -performanc_e

'95 percent 'of assigned surveys an -pilot audits-with
related reports:and guides which mee -[the unit's]
standards are completed within negotia ed timeframeS.."
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Most of Navy's_standards:were distinguishable; The Navy's
system consists o_three levels for each element:(above, below,
and on targetj; two of which are defined (above and on target)_.,
In fiscal years 1981 and 198,2_, 74 and 72 percept, respectiveIY,
of the pertoi.mance elements in the Navy appraisals reviewed had
standards that distinguished between above target and on tar=
'get;

AGENCIES NEELY-TO IMPROVE_
STANDARD-SETTING PROCEDURES

The CSRA5requires agencies to_encourage employee participation during_thelstandard-seeing process and to communicate
.'performance standards to employees at the beginning of each appraisal period; At the three agencies reviewed; however, these
procedures were not always followed.
Employess_shouid part icipate

more_i_netting standards
A

4
cording. to a study_conduCted for OPM,6_performance
standards developed jointly, by supervisors and employees tend to
'reSUlt in greater employee_ acceptance of the standards; more
positive attitudes toward them; and,possibly; higher qdality
standards._ In addition, those employees GAO, surveyed who were
SatiSfied_to a great or very great extent 'with the input:they
had in setting standards were more positive about the fairneSS
of the merit pay/performance appraisal process in fiscal year
However, many employees from Agriculture, ;Navy, and HUD
1982;
were not satisfied with the amount of involvement they: had in
establishing their standards.
.

while most employees in_1982 at Agriculture and Navy (70
and 76 percent, respectively)_believed their supervisors
considered their viewswhen setting standards, only 46 percent_
Of HUD employees believed this to be the case. We also asked to
what extent respondents were. satisfied with the amount of inpUt
they had into setting,their standards. _Fifty -one;, erCent of the
respondents in Agriculture, 52 percent in_Navy, and 29 percent
in HUD answered that they were satisfied to a great or very
great extent._ Comments from employees concerned over their lack
of participation in standard setting included:
.

5 5 U.S.C. § 4302(a)(2).

6 OrpamizationtAssqssments of the Effects of_CiVil Service
Reform, Case Western Reserve University, Fall 1982.
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--"Individual members were not Allowed to set individual
objectives with supervigors."
-- "Standards were set by [the] agenCy with no input from
me."

--"Performance standards [were] not established or agreed
to by supervisor and employee.",
standards are imposed by headgu ters, no
supervisor/employee modifications are a lbwed."

==".

.

.

On the other hand, one employee who was greatly satisfied
with his input in setting his standards noted "I like the procedure of setting pp the performance standards and the specifiCity
of defining the work."
Untimely commun-fration of
standards. remains a problem

The CSRA7 requires that employees receive critical elements and performance standards gt the beginning of each appraisal period. According to Chapter 430 of the FPM,_effective
two-way communication about a job beforeothe appraisal period
begins provides, an opportunity to identify and resolve any
misunderstandings.
Many employees in the merit pay pools we reviewed did not
receive their set of standards until 6 months or more had
elapsed in the appraisal period.
In some cases, we could not
determine when the employees receinecr,their standards because
they had not signed and/or dated tfieT.
b.

3

7 5 U.S.C. S 4302(b)(2).
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Table 5

Agency

Months after period began=that
_standards were receiVeda

Sets of
staddardS
Dated Undated

Less- than -4

1-3

3-6

6-9

15
8

Agriculture
1982

135
129_

1901
i982

56
54

1981

28
34

51

36

27

22

107

32

9
11

16

11

28

22

HUD
_

Navy

109

19

41

'61

18

26

64

24

9=12

32
20

.

1981
1982

108
123

18
10

aThese percentages are based on those sets of standards for
which we could determine when employees received them.
AS the table shows, standards were not always promptly
communicated at both Agriculture and HUD, where 14 percent and
their
' 42_percent of the employees, respectively, received
after
the
fiscal
year
1982
'standards more than 6'mbnths
Receiving standards late in the
appraisal period began.
appraisal period was also mentioned as a problem,by employees
%Itho commented that:

-="Performance standards [are] given every year at least
6-8 months into the [appraisal] period."
--"When I asked my supervisor about the 1982 standardg
[he said] he
early in the 1982 figcal year,
couldn't discugg my standards until management had
given him his own standards; I received my 1982-y
standardS 6 months into the fiscal year."
.

.

--"In many cases, objectives have-not been set until well
."
into the fiscal year [then] backdated.
.

.

Has-standard_setti,n9 imp roved communication
between_supervisors an Subordinates?
A

One of our 1982 survey qUegtions asked if communication
between respondentS and stiperVis s has becom better, worse, or
Teh percent
remained about ttio'_oamo since me itt pay started
cent;fromVavy
frOm
HUD,
and
17
pe
from Agriculture, 9 percent

e
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believed communication had improved. On the other hand, 11 percent' from'Agriculture, 17ipercent from Hu pi and 13 percent frOm
Navy believed communication hadHieCate worse, while-79; 73, and
70 percent; respectively, said there had been nOchdnge;
At the request of Navy OffUcial$0 We also asked Navy'respondents who supervised merit pay etplOyeeb to -what extent
work-related communication between them and their_ employees had
improved. .0.Seken percent said that communication_
improved to a
or very great extent, while 63 percent said there was
little ort-no improvement
-,--

little

About 75 percent'Of the_poolofficiaIs ivetervI4wed afteT: _
the 1982 cycle_stated that the performance appraisal process.' tiad
increased communication between_: supervisor and subordinate
within the pool... In fact; eight OffiicialS Cited improved
communications within the pool as the primary benefit of the
merit pay system.
tipper level review can
improve consistency of standards

According tO_the lAG handbook, for employees to consider a
performance_appraibal system fair, performance standards must be
consistent for all` employees_ in the pool;
Positions with com-

parable dutiesandresponsibilities should have =standards of

comparable difficulty. :ChaOter_430, subchapter 273(c), of the
FPM provides_thatagencies shbUld use the same standards for all
employees who have "identical" jObS in the same- grade, series,
and_organization.A review of performance standards at the
beginning of the apprai al periodby_p0-01. managers -(or their
designees) can help en- re that standards for similar position
are consistent.
_

Some reviewing officials for the merit pay pools_ we_ visited
did review some or all standards of pool members at the, begin-_
ning of the appraisal period even though not required by departmental merit pay plans to do so.
Specifically, in 1982
reviewing officials at 18 of22-griCUltUre pools, 6 of 11 HUD'
pools, and 16 of 24 Navy =pools said they reviewed standards at
the beginning of the appraisal period.
--r

qowever, many employees believed that inconsistent diffi=
cultyof elements and standards for the same or similar jobs -was

a problem.
Of_those_surVeyed, 36 percent. from Agriculture; 30
percent from HUD, and 46,-Percent from-Navy believed this to -be a
moderate to a very greatproblet. ppr example, two employees'
comments were:

--"Standards and 4atingi',are inconsistent among Supervisors
and even for a given supervisor for, similar jobs."
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==- "My problem with merit pay here is that different
objectives are established for similar _positions and
the degree of difficulty to'obtain goals varies
within- the same unit."

Some empIoyeeS_also commented onthe problem of having the
For example, they noted:,
same standards for different jobs.
=''We have identical elements and standards for somewhat
different jobs."

=="Stvdards are subjective and the_same for all persons at
the same grade regardless of job."
--"RegArdless of the position, the job elements and performance standards arethe same."
CONCLUSIONS
Although the quality of performance standards improved in
1982, less than half the standards
==contained objective measures of.guality, quantity, and
timeliness, and
--many did not distinguish between performance.levels.
Performance standards which contain these features can help
supervisors make more accurate and objective appraisals and_can
enhance management's use of appraisals when makt,ng personnel
decisions.
_
i
expected of them and what
Employees need to know what is
This communication
-based
on.
their overall final rating will -be
period
can
also reduce the
of standards early in the appraisal
likelihood of disagreement when the rating is completed at the
end of the appraisal period._ Requiring greater employee participation in setting standards should help tailor them to the
duties of each job.
It is important that agencies reemphasize the need for
supervisors and Subordinates to jointly establish performance
standardb that (,1) include measures of quantity, quality, and
timeline88 to the maximum extent feasible; (2) are consistent in
difficulty; (3) accurately reflect,,employee duties; and (4) disWithout this emphasis,
tinguish between performance_levels.
Standards may not be fair and accurate criteria by which to
judge performance.
Requiring a review of performance standards at the beginnIng. of each appraisal period by pool managers or their
35

delegates_may improve the consistency and_quality_6f_Standards
and may alsd ensure that employees receive them.at the beginning
of'each appraisal periodi
.

REccmmumATDagsTia
THE DIRECTOR, OPM
We- recommend that the Director, -OPM, improve performance
standards and the standard-setting protess;to the extent that
it is legally,permi8sible; by requiring pool manager& or their'_
delegates to review standards at the beginning of each appraisal
period; This review should ensure thati; to the maximum extent
feasible, standards contain the desired-Cliaracteristics of
objectivity and measurability and that they are of comparable
difficulty for similar jobs.

The Director; OPM; should also require that; to the extent
that it is legally permissible,
--employees be given the opportunity to teintUlt_with their
supervisors in setting their performance standards and
per=formance standarots be communicated to the employee
within a specified time after the beginning of the appraisal period.

AGENCY 6ommEgml

In its conim#hivon_ourdraft;:OPM suggested that as
written, the proposed recommendation requring
i
employee_prticipation in standard setting co uld be interpreted
i
as ihftihijihl
upon management's right to assign mdrk. Therefore; we reviSedt
the recommendation:to ensure that it not be misinterpreted.
OPM stated that its Octdber_25;_ 1983;'proposed regulations
would regdireieview and approval of standards; elements; and
ratings by a supervisor.or"manager at a higher level_than the
at;praising official.
OPM noted that employee participation in
setting standards is fundamet'ttal to the success_of_the performande appraisal system and that its October regulations stated
that the_agencies "shall encourage" this participation.- OPM
also said that_these regulations would require that perfcii-thande7
plans be prOvided_to employees at the beginning of each appraisal period. OPM expects that 4s oversight activities will
ensure that this requirement is met.

HUD and DOD agreed with the findings, conclusions; and. recommendations in this chapter; Agriculture had no comments on
this chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
MORE 'EVALUATION AND GUIDANCE

NEEDED FOR

OPM is responsible for establishing, evaluating, and
monitoring merit pay systems governmentwide. CSRA requires OPM
to analyze the cost and effectiveness of the merit pay system
and cash awards program and to annually publish the results:
OPM's past efforts to evaluate various agency merit pay. systems
were limited in s-Cope-gnd have not met the CSRA requirement.
OPM now plans more emphasis on merit pay evaluation. OPM has
not ensured that all agencies emphasize and use the cash award
program as an integral part of merit pay as intended by the
CSRA. Agencies we reviewed have evaluated and made changes to
their merit pay systems.
OPM EVALUATIONS HAVE BEEN

OFIMITED SCOPE
Since merit -pay was first implemented in October 1980,
OPM's reviews and_evaluations have focused on statistical analyses of ratings_and pay increases and on reviews of agencies'
not succeeded, it measuring
It
compliance with regulations.
whether the merit pay system is ac ompIiphingrthe goals of the
CSOW, nor has it determined the cost to implement or operate
4

merit pay "gOvernmentwide.

A September 1981 OPM report, Merit Pay: First Year-Experaiences in Eight Federal Agencies, described_merit pay formulas
of different agencies and statistically analyzed ratings and
pay.

ip: May 1982 OPM _pamphlet, Merit Pay-lri-1_9204___Lelsacmm

Learned, summarized data from nine other studies.1 Both
were baSed on the experiences of the eight agencies that
Stu
implemented merit pay in 1980 and that employed about 2,200
merit ay employees -about 2 percent of the current merit pay
.0
popu tion.
"'r

A January 1983 OPM report, Merit Pay, Fiscal Year 19149 PA-1gram Report, statistically analyzed rating and pay data from the
ItS findings were based on appraisal
October 1981 pay cycle.
data from 19,000 merit -pay employees - -16 percent of the merit
epay population. According to OPM, because the data were limited
and varied from agency to agency, "it is not possible to make
valid generalizations to the Federal work force as a whole"
1Thes studies were conducted by -OPM, other government agencies,
un ersities, and the National ACademy ok Public Administration.
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The report makes no attempt to assess the success of merit pay
ih meeting its goals, nor does it analyze the cost_and effectiveness of the merit pay system and the cash award program.
In August 1983, OPM -published a pamphlet entitled Signifi-cant Progress in Pay for Performance 1980-1982. This pamphlet
concluded that,
Nr

"the Federal government's new performance 'appraisal
system is functioning very well less than two years
after its establishment. And, pay-for-perfo mance
has been effective in providing greater rewards
for above average performers, while achieving a high
degree of acceptance among employees."
.

.

IT('

These conclusions were based upon (1) an expera-ment in 1980
-involving eight agencies employing a total of 2,200 merit pay
employees; (2) data gathered by the Federal Employee Attitude
Survey in early 1980, about 7 months before'merit pay was fully
implemented; (3) OPM's own experience with merit pay; (4) informal employee and agency comments; and (5) incdmpIete submissions of rating and payout data from all the agencies operating
merit pay systems. At the request_of Senator Bingaman, we evaluated and reported on this QPM study2 and generally dftagreed
with OPM's conclusions.
OPM Also funded university research studies of merit' pay.
One paper analyzed merit pay in five agencies3 and concluded
that

"as perceived by affected employees, the new performance
appraisal system does not effectively measure performance'
and therefore does not serve the purpose of the merit pay
program to, link pay to performance."
Following_the first merit pay cycle, Case Western Reserve
University published a study4 for OPM, which assessed the
effect of various parts of the CSRA bn employees at five federal
installations in two agencies. The study commented on theneed
for fairness in determining raises and bonuses and the importance of fairness in influencing acceptance of merit pay as a
2Analysis of OPM's Report on Pay for Performance in the Federal
Government 1980-1982, GAO/GGD=84=22, OCtober 21, 1983.
3Federal Merit Pay:

An Appraisal, James Perry and Jone Pearce,

1982.
4org:

II

of the Effects of Civil Service

form, Case Western Reserve UnIversity, Fall 1982.
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It_also noted that poorer employee attitudes' toward
system.
merit pay result when pool managers change ratings.
Western researcherjs

In a January 1983 papery
concluded that

merit -pay is not working in_our two_agencies or
in_ most of the other:_agencieS in WhiCheyaluationsare
thatit is not
taking place. _By_not working we
as an improvement; it
widely accepted, it is not seen as
is not rewarding deserving people fairly with significant raises, and it is not contributing to. agency
effectiveness."

The paper also noted that
performance standards and perform ce appraisal
".
may be working to improve the way_ihWh'ch employees
are able to plan and accomplish their w rk_goals,__
an encouraging accomplishment for the
This is_._.
CSRA_and_for_the prospects for work effectiveness improving in tile- federal government."

OPM HAS NOT CONDUCTEDOR_PUBLISEED
REQUIRED ANALYSES OF MERIT PAY
SYSTEM AND CASH AWARD PROGRAM
The CSRA regbires OPM_to_analyzedthe_COSt and effectiveness
of the merit pay system and the cash award_program and to
annually publish the teSUltS.6 AlthOUgh_OPM has stated that
this reporting requirement was OliMinated_by the_Congressional
Reports EliminafiOn Adt of 19807 the statute requiring it
remains infUll_JOrde and effect. While OPM has not analyzed
and report4d_6h0_the cost and effectiveness of these systemsi_it
did- attempt -to- determine implementation costs from October 1978
Howeveri its estimate of implementation cost
ttLOCtOber 1981.
was not based on accurate _submission of data frOM all the
-A
agencies operating merit pay systems.
1

0

_

_

In late August 1981; Opm's .Interagency Advisory_Group (IAG)
asked agencies--to voluntatily_provide firSt-Year cost data on
the developmenti training, and thpleillentation of merit pay; As

5Performande_Apprai8al: The Fe
Gaertner and Greoloty H. Gaertner
sity, January 19-83.

-TKaren N.

Case Western Reserve Univer-

6 5 U.S.C. § 5404(1).

7Publie Lew 96-470; Odtobet 19,1986, 94 Stat. 2241.
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is January 1983;
OPM estimated the cost governmentwide for
developing,. raining, and implementing merit pay and performance
appraisal systems from October 1978 to October 1981 to be $43.6
million;
a=iresult;

,

We have some concern -with the_accuracy of this cost esti7
First; as' OPM notedr)53 of 89 agebcies or- components with
mate
'a se arate merit pay plancelabmitted cost:data. For aggncies.not

submtting
data, OPM'estimated their costs using figures pro-.
i
.vided by agenties of comparable size. Second, the'agencies received the IAG request in August 1981 long after they had begun
debigning and implementing their systems. This required them to
reconstruct and estimate costs incurred since 1978. Third;
agencies were asloged not to include either the time employees and
superviNors spent setting standards and preparing ratings or the

salarieA of employees in merit paytraining. Finally; OPM estimated Navy's contactor costs to develop the performance
appraisal and merit pay systems_ at $6.6 million; understating
the actual costs reported by NaVy by $3.4 million.
.

O''

EMPLOYEE COSTS TO CARRY OUT
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL-FUNCTIONS
MAY HAVE DECREASED IN THE. SECONDYEAR
.).
Our question6aire
to Navy; HUD; and Agriculture merit pay
employees asked them to estimate the time_they spent setting
standards; preparing_ratings;_and counseling staff in_fiscal
Using their responses and the aver-7
years 1980, 1981, and 1982
agg_salaries of merit pay employees in each agency, we_estimated
employee costs tp perform these
these_ functions, as shown below.

Table 1

Costs of Performance Appraisal Functions
for Fiscal Years 1980 through 1982
Navy

HUD

Agriculture

(millions)
Fiscal year _1980a
Fiscal year 1981

Fiscal year 1922

$1.1
1.2

$ 6.1
11.7
9.5

;9

$1.7
5.8
4;2

aEmployees estimated time spent on performance appraisals
1980p- the year before merit pay was implemented; about 15
They made estimates
months after thp end of the fiscal year
for 1981_and 1982 about 3 months after the end of each of these
years. JSee app. X for details on these estimates.)--
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The chart shows that estimated-employee ostaA_Pcreased 92
percent in Navy and more than 50 percent, in A riculturd the
Ip HUD and-Agrigulturei.these_
first year of merit pay (1981).
belowfiscal
year 1980 levels (when the
costs decreased to at or
A' possible_rea8On
comparability increases are factored out).
for the reduced costs- from 1981 to 1982_is that,_-i81; the
process of standard-dWIting was new, while, in the second year;
employees were more comfortable with_the system and; thOsi required less time. Only in the Navy do fiscal year 1982 cost esA Navy
timates greatlY_exceed the pte.----motit pay levelA1980);
not
decrease
personnel official suggested that these costs' d±
y_leVela betause; in the Navy; the a tan
to pre-merit
11
setting pros s has been made an integral part of -the
requires
a
great
deal
of-tiM
Navy planning process -And

1

.,.

?.

NEW OPM_EVALUATION STRATEGY,
EMPHASIZES MERIT PAY EVALUATION
ities fdr. evaluating the:
To help carryout its responsi
merit;pay system and the cash award. program, OPM has established
an Office:of Performance Managetent, which will; among;_ot er
thingsi ,evaluate perforMande management in federal agencies.
The evaluations and special studies of the merit pay system will
be performed by the Analysis and Evaluation Division of OPM.

One responsibility of the division is "evaluating the iiii
plementaticin and-administration of performance mana ement:ptograms_in Federalvdepartments and agencies for effec -iveness and
as been.recompliance." The Evaluation Branch of the div_ision
upport
from OPM's
duced-to six employees; who will receive some
OPMHoffiiews;
regionl offices to carry out their plannel r
Cials said that any further dectease inevalua__.. n staff would
greatly impair its ability to complete its eve 'atiohs. The , d
The first exami
branch initiated two mayor studies in 1983.
pay
-pool
sizei_compos the effect of various factors--such as
of
pool
mem_ers;,and
the_quality
tion; and ManageMent; location
elements-=on'illerit
paysystem
operof_performanCe standards and
addrAs
were
Other
topicsthe
study
was
to
ations.

c

.

.°"----.........;

,

--the extent and impact of rating changes during higher
level reviews;
--the link betWeen performance appraisal and organizational
effectiveness;
--the effett of merit pay on individual motivation and performance;
--employee and man4ger perceptions and-acceptance of merit
pay; and

-3

-

VI

--the actual,d1stinctioninmerii_pay amountS1 cash awards:
and total pay rates and theielation to ratcings.
.

Thig Study, to be completed by February 1984, is a nationwide
project involving 35 installations at 18 agencies. in the second planned study;_ agency performance appraisal and incentive
awards programs will be reviewed for compliance with the_law and
regulations and for quality and effectiveness. ThiS study is to
involve on-site age ncy evaluations of at least 34 ingtallaz
tions.
However, OPM must also analyze the cost assodiated. yith
the merit pay, system and the cash award program anal publigb the
results annually as required by Statute.
OpM NEEDS. TO ENsttRgDIFIAT,_

CASH AWARDS ARE US_EaL&-AN
INTEGRAL ,PART OF MERIT PAY_
SYSTEM
,

-

Under the CSRAi.. cash awards:: are supposed to_be an integral

partof the merit pay_system; They can te.,Ised tb_reward
employees for outstandihglperformance and to reward those whose
top perforMance is not reflected inftheir merit pay because they
were at the top Of,the salary range_or were newly promoted and

not under merit. pay lopq_enough tb_be_appraised. Cash a0rds
require little additional paperwork since -they and Supposed to
be based on performappei_and pstfoemandS is- documented by the
eMPloyee's annual appraisal; However_OPM has not ensured that

an agencies are using their cash award ptogiaitiS as an integral
part of merit pay.

As a result, the_three Departments established cash awards
prograMs and supported them with varying degrees of emphasis.
Navy emphasied itAlcash_awada program in both years;
ture and HUD did not. Therefore,_Navy grante4'larger cash
awards to a larger Percentage-Of its merit pay employees in-both.
years;
According to- personnel Offidiala, one'reason for the
variance among the Departments was budget_ restrictions in
Agridulture and in HUD; The differences in the dollar amount
and percentage of awardsfMade in the three DepartMents'in 1981
and 1982 are shown on the following page.
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SUMMARY OF CASH AWARDS:

,'-

PERCENT OF MERIT PAY EMPLOYEES GETTING GASH AWARDS AND
AVERAGE AWARD AMOUNT

Percent of Merit Pay Employees
Getting Cash Awards

Percent
35
30

Amdutits rounded

Average Amount of Cash Awards

000
2;500

2;000

31.

1981

1981

1982

1,500
1,000

500

Agriculture

HUD

.policy on. cash awards changed frbiti

Navy (note b1

to 198Z.._ In 1981; the number of awards, at_each actiiiitY was

In 1982, the percentage was not limited; but the dollfr
'meted to 15 perCent of its merit pay em,
amount was restricted to 1 percent of,4e lalaries of merit pay employees in the unit.
yees.

kiloThe average_award amount for the :entire merit pay pc*.ilation was not available for 1981: The amount
shown for 1981 is the average for the units visited in the Washington, D.C. area.

;
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AGENCIES-HAVE IDENTIFIED AND
CORRECTED-SOME FIRVT=I'EAR PROS EMS-

1

All three, Departments havle ev luated their merit)/pay systems and gatheted attitudinal dat ffon employees or-supervisors
about merit pay.
Each Departmen made changes to its system
based on thegeievaluations.

The HUD evaluation identified several areas needing improvement, including more consistent standards, better justifi=
cation of ratings, and rules for assigning overall ratings. To
remedy these probema, HUD
- -recommended an upper=level review of standards at the beginning of the appraisal period;
- -developed "model madagerial elements and standards" and a
i"performance appraisal package" containing examples of
well-documented ratings;
- -required written justification for all ratings other than
Fully SatisfaCtory; and

--implemented "deciaion rules" to use in deter rung an
overall rating when individual elements,teceive a different rating score.

1

Agriculture's evar tion task force identified_seyeral
merit pay issues needing ttention. First, it noted that quality,and conai tency of s andards within its organizational units
needed tpo be improved and recommended that Agriculture establiSh
a library of performance standards and act as a center of expertise to assist these units. Second, it noted-problems with documenting employee job accomplishments and reaffirmed that they
must be documented. Third, it concluded that the formula used
in 1981 did not adequately reward above average performers.
Therefore, it recommendectchanging it merit pay forma
in'crease the difference inipay between different performan
lei).ela.
The revised formula adopted by Agriculture made a 5.0
Mutatanding) rating worth three times more than a 3.0 (Fully
Succ-agful) rating for employees in the same grade and position
in
e-salary range.
Agriculture alSo surveyed its merit pay employees in 1981
on their attitudes toward merit pay and_concluded that a great
benefit-of the new performance appraisal system was the in=eased communication between supervisors and employeea. It
also noted several causes for employee negativism toward merit
pay, including
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--small differences i n pay, despite fairly large differences in ratings;
- -the time and effort required to implement and administer
the new system; and

==the fact, that many Fully Satisfactory employees received
letS than they would have under the old,system.

Navy has conducted several evaluations of its merit pay
stem and also, used our questionnaire results to better under=
Following the 1981 pay cycle, Navy
stand employee concerns;
evaluations found that
- -pool managers believed the merit pay system was too
time-consuming, with excessive paperwork, and provided
disappointing pay;
le

most Significant problems pooI managers cited were
ingful and measurable objectives and the time
Settin m
the system;
to, adm ni
- - standajrds Were, in some ca

- -,rat,ingswere changed durin

, overly quantitative;

the review process with no

ustification provided;
- - ratings were high for higher graded employee; and

==4trong points of the system, according to(pool manageK
Were pay for performance, increased interaction between
supervisor and subordinatfe, comparison of command (orga-

4

nation) gbaIs to individual goals, and differentfation.
of°§ood performers from bad.
4"

The Navy changed its system_ for the appraisal period startihg July 1982 becauSe of the problems discovered. Among ,these
--'
changes, the Navy
/'

,

==required that changes to ratings be justified-on the rat'ing'form and communicated to the employee within 90 days

of the end of the appEaisal period,
- -required fewer performance reviews during the year;
- -simplified fits appraisal formS;

secon4level Supervisory reviews of standards optional but tpcouraged an up-front review of them by review boardS'appointed by the pool manager to ensure

- -made
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equity among pool members' standards and the timely
establishment of standards;
--informed raters that higher, level merit pay employees
already are compensated for-their broader authbrity and
responsibility by a grade adjustment factor and, therefore, do notQneed their ratings raised for this reason;
and

--made it acceptable to use more subjective approaches to
measuring performance, thereby reducing the emphasis on
'quantity as a measure of, performance.
Following the 1982 pay cycle, Navy sent a questionnairezto
pool managers and members of- boards designated to review standards and ratings for the pools. Some resullts were favorable
toward performance appraisals. For instaie, these pool managers bel'i'eved

--the '17.stem helped focus managers' and supervisors' attention on organizational goals (8-3 percent),
A

--they were able to adequately reward their high \performers
with pay increases and;pash awards 154 peiCent),
/.

-40mmunication within their merit pay unit increased (55
r percent), an d
-.-the 1982 performance eValuatiogs accurately reflected'the
worthof employee contributions to their organization
(66 percenX).

CONCLUSIONS

OPM efforts to evalpate merit pay have been limited:, It
has not accurately deterkined the cost of implementing and .operating merit pay systems. 'It also has not avolyzed the cat and_
effectiveness of the-merit pay system and ca
award program and
published the resul.elras required by law.
OPM has esEabjlished a new oeganization (Office of Performance Management) which. will evaluate merit pay in the future,
including its effectiveness and impact on'empIoyee motivation
and performance.
Its new emphasis on evaluation appears promising.
However, thenumber of staff assigned to -carry out-the
strategy is limited and may experience difficulty in conducting
the reviews. as planned if the size of the staff is decreased.
OPM has not ensured that all agencies are using the cash award
program as an integral part of merit pay.
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The hree_Departments reviewed have evaltiated their merit
pay syste s and made changes based on their evaluations. These
actions were steps in the right direction.

RECOMMENDATIONTO
THE DIRECTOR; OPM

In order to improve the evaluation and administration of
merit pay system and .the cash award program,_we 'recommend that
the Director, OPM, to the extent that it is legally permiasible,
--provide adequate resources to
maintai9 planned merit pay
evaluation efforts;
--publish annual reports which analyze the cost, and effectivenesa of -the merit pay system and the cash award
program; and
-- clarify the intended role of the cash award_program for
merit pay employees and provide guidance and oversight_
that will ensure that it is ,used as an-integral part of

merit pay;

AGENCYCONNEIsiTS
OPM concurred that it should provide adequate resources to

maintain their'_ evaluation_ efforts and pointed out the establish-

ment of the Office of Performance Management and its plans for
future evaluation. OPM believes that it is respondiP9 't0 our
"cost and effectiveness" recommendation. OPM stated tha it is
currently performing studies which will address how effe tively
OPM oes
the merit pay program is achieving CSRA objectives.
not believe it is' necestary ,to report on the costs of the merit
P'ali,system:becauaej'thotal payouts under merit pay are the*
same as they-11151:1-K.,,K0e,been under. the General Schedule; Howrelliei.Oat an annual report on cost and effecever, the
tivenesS be published: -Ofil.has 'not kept track of the costs
required-' to implameht or ,Operatethese,programs and the time
spent forperformance appraisal functions--the administrative
cost's of actvally makinq the payouts could be substantial.
OPM Stated that its October 1983 proposed regulationa would
require that performance awards beciOme-a mandatory part of merit
specipay and that agencies submit to OPM for approval a pl
ount
to
distributed
and
the
fying how tii4e awards are to be
be funded, by the agency for such purposes.
DOD and HUD agreed with the findings, conclusions; and rec=
ommendations in this chapter. Agriculture had no comment on
this chapte
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CHAPTER 5
EMPLOYEES RETAIN NEGATIVE

PERCEPTIONS OF MERIT PAY SYSTEM
Employees' perceptions of their merit pay systems will play
a large role_in determining whether merit pay succeeds: While
in the second year emproyees ibelieved there were some.improved
aspects of_teritpay, such as eh6 system taking less time to
operate; in the throe popartment8 We_reVieWed;_employees.' overL
alperceptions
about merit:pay remained negative.
Mogt eMplOYeesi.including top perfOrmers1
reCeiVed:the:'
largebt_terit pay increases; believed the systet._hsdhot been,
succeSbfUl. We did find slight improvementgAnNavy respondentS!_perceptions after the 1982 merit pay cycle: However;
most respondents in all three agencies at the end of both years
believed that the system had not increased (1) motivation or: (2)
performance/productiity.. Merit pay -pool officials; also held
the same negative attitudes eicpresged by surveyed employees.
While between 37 and 46 portent_ Of the employees_iin each

Department in bothyears_sppported'the concept Of merit pay;
less than 10 percent favored retaining the current merit. pay
System in their Department;
Many believed the current' SyStet
had not been administered fairly and that performance ratings
under merit pay' were more subjective than before;
EMPLOYEES SKEPTICAL. ABOUT.THE MERIT PAY SYSTEM'S INTENDED. BENEFITS'

After th0=1981and_1982 pay cycles; many respondents
believe that the objectivesof merit pay were being met.

d not
e-

spondents felt that_motivaticih; produotivity, ;Ahd_performanoe
had'not increased under merit pay.
rn additibh, in both 1981
and 1982; about 80 percent of each Department's surveyed employ
ees_did not believe the benefits of the merit pay system_justi=_
.fied the additional time required to operate it; After. -the 1982
cycle; however;_ respondents who believed-the benefits of merit
pay justified the 'effort it required increased frot- 7 percent to
11 percent in_Navy, frbt 11 percent to 13 percent in HUD, and
from 8 percent to 9 'pertOnt in AqtitUlture. Only the increase
in Navy; however; vas Statistically significant.

1"Top performers" are defined in this report as those who in
Agr iculture, were rated at 4.5, or higher (out of 5_.0); in HUD;
were rated. Outstanding or; in Navy; were rated Lev 1 A
(highest rating).
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'Respondents believed_that productivity did not increase_
About 80 percent of the_ respondents in bOth
under merit pay.
years reported that they were no more_ productive under merit
Furher, after the 1982,pay cycle, less than a_quarter of
P4y.
each Department's top perfprmers reported. increased productivity
Under merit pay, Over the 1'981 and 1982 peTjod of the respondents who supe: ised merit pay employees, approximately 75 percent believed: heir merit pay subordinateSwere'np more
result of the merit pay system. While the periproductive as
centage of supervisors who, believed this remained fairly con,stanff$.in both years at NaVy and HUD, the percentage increased
in Agriculture from 62 to 84 percent from 1981 to 1982.

t

Surveyed:employees. were more' satisfied with the aM4Unt_bf__

their merit increases after_the 1982 pay cycle. _After the 1982
cycle, when_more merit pay:funds were available tietaugeof the
increased-within-grade-contributions mentioned earlier (see 'pp:
7:and ), more respondents in each Department felt the amount of
:merit increase they had received accurately reflected their perforthance,, The percentage of employees who believed this increased from -15 percent to 27 percent in Navy, from 10 percent
to'26 percentin BUD, and from 8 percent,,to 25 percent.,in AgricuIture..--Among-the top 1982 performers in each Department,
about 50_ percent felt their_merit_pay accurately refledted their
.A2erformiahcei 40 percent said it did not, and 10 percent were not
_

sure.

OVer the 2-year period, about 80 percent of Navy0IUD; and
Agricdlture respondents said that the merit pay systehad not
increased the pressure on them. to fulfill their job duties and
responsibilities:. Thipercentage remained virtually unchanged
for both years;

,

_EMPLOYEES EXPRESS SUPPORT FOR MERIT-PAY
!OONCEPT, BUT WANT CURRENT APPLICATION OF
.:SYSTEM REVISED OR DROPPED
.

kctotilitigo- a recently published OPM survey,2 almost half
of aJI-eniof..7level. supervisors believed that, in principle,
Many .employees we surveyed also sup.AA a
l&pay
(see question 10, app. III)
tsr:4

ep4

dtber',,7

a'rtmerr

410

ft/emehed

'retweervl

than 10 percent of the respondents
4,40 retain the merit pay sytktiat tUr-

eVen among the tbpperformerg'who reercent lavored retaining the system "as
.9 percent of both years' resporidents in

e'lAt itudes, OPM, 1983.
6
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each Department favored retaining merit pay but wanted the system' revised;
Almost half the top performers in'HUD and Navy and
about a third at Agriculture shared this Opinion; ..APproximately
half of all surveyed employees wanted to return to the GeneraI
Schedule for pay increases. The percentage of employees who
wanted to return to the_old system decreased from_49 to 44
percent in Navy., from 55 to 50 percent in HUD; -and from -56 to 5
The decrease
percent in':Agriculture,_after the 1.982 uy cycle.
in Navy_was statistically significant, to decreases in HUD and
Agriculture were not.
Employee feelings about the performance appraisal system
were more positive than toward the merit pay system: For both
years, the-percentage of surveyed employees who wanted to.keets
their agency's appraisal system ranged from 27 percent in Navy
to 43 percent in HUD.
Further, betweeq_14 and449 percent of
.,each Department's -top performers favored retaining their performance appraisal system even if it were not linked to merit
pay.

Respondent comments showirOW their concern for the way the
merit pay system was implemented included:

--"The concept of merit pay was good in its initial
However it has been inequitably administered and
stages.
as such has not produced the benefits that were supposed
to accrue from it."
.

.

.

--"The intentions of merit--pay are good, equitable-implementation is impossible."

EMPLOYEES QUESTION FAIRNESS
OF MERIT-PAY-SYSTEM
.

.

A ,1983 University of California study,3 funded by'" OPM,

statesAhat:the link between merit pay and performance_appraisals--specifically their_accuracy and fairness--is critical-to
Although the CSRA calls for
the system's general effectiveness.
Objective performance ratings tdAhe.maximum extent feasible,
after two appraisal and merit_pay cycles, 40_pereent or more of
our survey respondents in each ,Department belieVed that the
appraisal process was influenced by favoritism.
After the 1982 pay increases, between 28 and 48 percent of
'each Department's surveyed employees reported that ratings had
'become more. subjective since merit pay was implemented, even
A Longitudinal Analysis, Jone Pearce and
3Feileral Merit Pay:
;40mo4Pett-y- Graduate School of ,Management, University of
19433;
1:44-6*.blarIrvine
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though appraisals under the new_system were to be based on objective criteria to the extent feasible. The percentage of top
performers whb shared this 4`ew ranged from 22 percent in NaVy
'to 36 percent in Agriculture. Between 68 percent and 74 percent
of all respondents reported that subjective ratings were at
least somewhat of a- probjem in their pool.
4

rhe following comments reflect_employee concern about subjectivity and favoritism in the ratings:L.7_

fosters favoritism.
People
perform,ingsimilar jobs with essentially identical outppts get extreffiely varied. ratings,.
The system is
not 'handled objectively as intended."

-1"The Merit -.Pay System_.

7

.

.

appearance of fairness and equityTis_important in

V

theredibilitylbf the
pay system. 'In -my
pay system has_beer0unlerffintl by'the sk-14ntWicant
f4-.Vdtfferences betweepitin4s;!4iven inAthe varioud*erit
.pay pools ."

40v

!!The sitenc requires too much subjectivity on the part of
tends) to foster unfair preferentiali
reviewers, ''art
treatment."

'--"I am concerned oV4r favordtism, bias, and,cronyism
ratings ;'

After completing two appraisal and pay cycles, employees_
doubted-the system!s overall_fairness. Sixty-three percent of
HUb respondents, 44 percent'in_Navy, and'43 percent in Agriculture thought merit pay and performance appraisal-systems were
Between 27 and 43 percent of those
unfair in fiscal year 1982.
employees who said they earned more merit pay than they'would
have under the -old system characterized the overall system as
On the other hand, among Agricuitoird., HUD, a'nd NaVy4-:
unfair.
top performers, 47, 54,.and 6't percent, respectively, believed
the merit pay system was 'fair.'

MOTIVATING IMPACT OF THE
MERIT PAY-SYSTEM IS QUESTIONED
A basic assumption of the merit pay system is that the possibility of increased pay motivates'employees to, improve their
performance. Respondent comments, discussions xit.b_ merit pay
pool officials, and an independent study of merit'_ ay indicate
that the .amount of merit increases , has not.motivated merit pay
employees.
1tr
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An_OPM-funded UrriVersity of California study4 based on the
first -ye 4r merit pay cycle concluded that

managers do not
a diverse sample of Feder
appear to be more highly motivated under merit pay
than under the previous Vile-in-grade compensation
These managers report that effort_is
policies;
less likely to lead-to a good performance ratingi_Eand
that] merit pay does not encourage them_tb do pleir
jobs well or contribute to their agency's
.

effectiveftess."

Our_questiOnnaire resultsshowed that in both years;
betWeen 78 and 86 percent of the respondents in the three
DepartitentS believed that meritpay_had_notmotivated them to
AMbng the top performers in each Department; ix
perform betteai
1981 between 70 and .79 percent thought 'Iat merit pay had' not
motivated them to betW performance. In 1982i between 61 and
75 percent. of the top performers shared this view. Only in NaVy
was there a statistically §,*9nificant increase in the percehtage
that merit:_pay. motivated_
of 1982 respondents_wilo'believ
them-79 percent in 1981 to 13i_-

.

rcentin_1982.Further, iti:all

of the respondents inthree Departments, leS6 than _percent
ti
1982 said they were Motivated to a great or very great extent by %
the merit increases awarded to top performers in their pay pool;

Employee and pool official responses_raised_questions_on
the degree to which money-is a motivator for merit pay employWhen asked -to what expnt Money helped motivate them to
ees:
improved job performance, AteUt'20;percent in each Department
responded that it helped'to4 "great or very great extent,
_
another 60- percent--said money motivated them to some extent or a
little, and AbOUt 20 Percent_said money_did notmotivate.tliem at
In another survey'_question,we asked employees what perall.
centage' increasoto their salary would have motivated them to
better performance; an(3 about 45 percent in each Department
answered that money did not motivate them to_bette performqueS=
Even among the top performers responding toI
ance%
fitment gave
tion; between 35 percent and 4.5 percent in each De
',
the same response.
-

.r

SOffie Of the narrative comments submitted by. resporldents rri

the Departments Jollowing4the 1962 pay cycle include
following:

L

A Longitudinal Xnalysis, Jone Pearce and
James Perry; Graduate School of Management; University of
California; Irvine; 1963;

4Federal Merit__Pdy:
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--

- -"The primary motivation on-my part was the fee ing of
doing a g9r job and the approval of my peers.'

A
_mot )

.4

- -"Money does not really motivate me in the per ormance of
my job
However, in terms of my pers al job
satisfaction, I would like to believe that m performance
is being fairly rewarded
."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

--"While money is not a motivator toe, perceived unfairness in the'distribution o
erit pay definitely is a
de-motivator."
i.

- -"Professional personnel don't need merit pay to.
motivate."

Three pool 'officials cited faptors other than money as-motivators, including responsibility, sth4tus, and recognition, as primary motivators:

D

- - "Merit Pay:can motivate people,-in theOry, but only at
the lower levels where you can define jobs/productivity
easier:"

- "Merit Pay has not motivated people to better performance. At GM level, people are motivated to do well on
their own."
-- "Motivation;_' especially in relation to higher graded employees, is more a function of status an4 recognition
than money."
°

MOST MERIT PAY POOL OFFICIALS
HAVE NEGATIVE PERCEPTIONS OF MEIkIT PAY
Comments received from pool officials during both:surveys
generally echoed the perceptions of merit pay vIliployees abode'
Some officials, however,
the effects of the merit pay system.
did believe that merit pay was producirig some positive results.
Sixty-four percent of the 141 pool_officials interviewed in
!_
ib-oth_years said that merit_pay had no effect on employee producSeventeen pool officials in 1981 and 13 in 1982 thought
tivity.
some of their employees were more productive, while 6 in 1981
and 5 in 1982 felt the system was countergroductive'because of
the time required to operate the system which left less time for
employees to perform their normal dpties.
7\

the second survey
Fifty-three percent of_the officials
indicated that merit pay had no effect on employee motiyation.
however., said that merit pay has tl-TO potenForty-four
tial--if administered properly--to motivate employees to

(

73

1

Most Said, however, that
improved performance and productivity;
under current funding levels, there is insufficient money in the
system to .motivate employees.
Sixty-three percent of the pool officials interviewed in
1981an&73 percent in 1982 said that- one effect-of merit pay
was a decrease in employee morale; Reasons cited included (11
subjective.appraisals which resulted in unfair distributions of
pay and (2) small pay differentials which did -clot recognize or
properly reward varying levels of performance.-

CHANGES TO MERIT PAY
HAVE BEEN PROPOSED
The negative_ employee reacti s discussed above and many of
the merit pay: prOblems_discussed in chapters 2, 3; and 4 have

beenrecognized by employee unions"priVate researchers; members
Of the Congress, and other, government agencies; As :a result,
many ,espouse basic changes to the merit pay system. For exam
plei OPM has proposed regulations5 and:bils_ have been proposed
that Would; in d' ferentways,- alter the 11410of the merit pay
system.

CPM's proposed regulations scheduled to'go into effect on
November 25, 1983, would have, among other things,
--guaranteed the annual comparability adjustment and an
average annualized equivalent of a within-grade increase
to everyone rated Fully Successful or above;
-.-specified a minimum' funding level to be used _for performance awards;

--guaranteed a minimum differential in, total performance
pay of thotile rated Outstanding over those rated Fully
Successful;
4

- -required agencies to haVe five summary rating levels;
--prohibited forced distribution of..'ratings; and
re-required agencies to provide higher:level manageme
thelperformance_appraisal process_in the / terest
ofemployee equity and in order to refl'ect organiz tional

perfOrmance.

5Federal' Reg i.iter ,

4947.2-49491.-.
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.,2(17,' October 25,
V:

1983, pp.

The regulations also covered other non-merit_paysubjects
such as reductions=in-frce and performance_appraisalsOn_

.

November 12, 1983, the Congress enacted legislation to bldck
their implementation. OPM, however, believed this legislation
barred funding of the regulations but did not invalidate the
regulations themselves. On December 30, 1983, the U.S. District
Court declared null and void and enjoined OPM `from directly or
indirectly taking anli action on the regulations. This court
decision was rendered in response tore suit brought against OPM
by the National Treasury Employees Anion; which sough to have
the regulations set aside and declated null and void.'

e proposed_legislationi he Merit Pay Reform Act of
_;1983, would prohibit OPM and ac ncies from forcing the- distribution of ratings, guarantee the annual comparability adjustment
and within -grade increases to merit pay employees.rated Fully_
Successful or above, require five rating levels, and estab4sh a
performance awatcd (bonus) program for merit pay employees;
.CONCLUAIQNS

merit pay
A key factor in the _eventu 1 success of
system is how it is accepted and judged by .those employees participating in it. After completing two appraisal and pay
cycles; employee acceptance shows slight improvements however,
wider acceptance is needed to increase merit pay's chances for
The improvements_in attitudes--should they_continue7-.
success.
may indicate a greater employee,willingness7to accept the system
if theyperCeive it as accurately and objectively linking rat-'
ings and payto)performance. However, we agree with OPM and
congressional leaders that some changes are neededj.nthe cur .rent merit pay system to ensure that:nonperformance fAtors_do
not adversely affect merit pay increases,

if OPM and theDepments take steps to ensure-greater
equityfin `ratings and payi merit pay is more likely to gain
wider employee support and acceptance. JthiS; in turn; will enilancq its chances of success.
_..

'

a
i---#")
''National

Treasury_Employees Union v. DonMld J. Devine, Civil
Action No. 83-3322.
-riate Bill` S. 958, 98th Congress, First Session; March 24;
03;. _and_house Rill 11.12; 1841, 98th Congress; First- Session,
arch 2; 1983.
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NINETY-SEVENTH CONGRESS
MARY ROSE OAKAR, OHIO, CHAIR
Sawa, JOSIDAN ALMOITA, MICH. WiLLIANIK DANAKr MEM.. cAL_Nr.
*KCMG& IL_CLAANKI_INDAA CALI,
MANUEL . CRANK. ILL.

Aptige of ilepreOentatibeZ

MerreR,

MN SAVA0

IILL:1"

COMMITTEE ON POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
608 HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING ANNEX I

aobingtan;O:C; 20515
TELEPHONE (202)223-MSI

December 9, 1981

The Honorable Charles A. Rowsher
Comptroller General
,General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. .20548
:

Dear Mr: 4powsher;

As required_by the Civil Service Reform Act:of 1978,
most Federal agencies implemented their performance aPvraisal
and merit pay_Sy,$tem-for the first time"in-0ctober 1981
These
(stems; which-cover between 120,00 and 150,000 GS-7_13 through
-15 employees, are designed to link pay .with performance.
_

,.

ln light of problems with mori 1- _poyi syste

/

mplementation
already, ,and .ecause of our continued interest 01 'the success
of_themeriV jay- program; we .would like the Genial Accounting
Office to review the status of merit pay. implementation in. certaim agencies, and provide a report o.f agency. activity.
We
would like the report to include case studies of the Merit pay'
program at two or_three major Federal agencies which implemented
their:systems 1-in October 1981.
..-

We appreciate die-work your fDffice has done on-this
issue in the past and believe thereHs zi; lirod to continually
monitor agency efforts to :iiecessfully impleeent this progr:m.
Your assistance will be greatir appreciated4
SinceiPe

la.ry

R ke ()akar

Chair

,,,,

Sittl-co m.it.tve
\n(

..

Oil

Comp(' nsa t ion

:nip 1 o;yei;; 1-1(:11 0.1ii .t
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,MAIL SURVEY OF MERIT PAY EMPLOYEES'

F

We surveyed Agriculture, HUDi and Navy merit pay employees
to assess their attitudes toward the system and their 'experiences with merit pay. We sent a questionnaire to employees in
February! 1982 ab t the fiscqj year 1981 implementation of merit
payin7January_ 83, we sent another questionnaire asking

about merit pay ints second year.
-

INITIAL SURVEY PROCEDURE (FISCAL YEAR 1980
The questionnaire used in the first mail survey assessed
employee attitudes, experiences, and beliefs related tb the following aspects of merit pay:
- E-Time devoted to performance-appraisal duties and
functigAs.
-- Adequa'y o f training in performance appraisal

functions.

-Eitent to which performance standards were linked to emPloyees':jobs and o organizational goals.
7-Whether 13,4-formance appraisal was implemented according
to manda,fed procedures;
.---pairnes§ of stJtdards and the merit pay- system.

--Degi-ee to whillriratings and merit pay increases reflected
performance.

--POrdeiVed benefits of merit pay, includinggeneralorganizalionalepefits and effect on employees' motivation,
'productivity, earnings, etc.

--DesSe ED retain merit pay and the performanlwTroisal system.
-*

Mail surveil procedures and sample_designs varied'foreach.7
In HUD and_Agriculture, oUrquestion7
The
naire_was attached to agency;questipnnaires on merit. plyquestiorinaires were sent to.all,merlt. pay employees in t e two
f use followup questionagencies.
HUD and Agriculture:d
naires or contacts.
,
of the three.--acjencies.

.

,

y emr40yees was me by
The initial survey of Navy merit
GAO ,independent of any agencyleffortan was, fnt to aLrfjpm
/
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sample of merit._pay employees. The initial sample size_and the
method used to draw the sample were both designed to allow for a
high level of precision_a0tiiconfidence in projecting the _findA second mailout was used in the Navy
ings to the universe:.
survey to increase the-resi*nse rate. Standard instruct4ons,
Which explained the purpose.and use of our questionnaire an
procedures for answering, were included in all thr
'survey
4 -ELSpit_ yPAR 1982)

'

The second-year survey questionnaire contained items used
in the initial survey excepEsfor questions about the adequacy of
tVihing.' In addition, the questionnaire was expanded to incamde items on _problems with merit pay and performance appraisal
that had been mentioned in written comments in the first-year
survey. 'P

In the second-year survey, procedures and sample designsin
all three agencies essentially replicated those used in the iniIn eachagency, the questionnaire was sent by
tial Na(Ty survey.
us to a random sample of employees and one fonowup mailing .1,4s
The samples were drawn according to the same-method
used.
the initial Navy survey and, thus, were designed to be_of
cleat size to project with high confidence to the populationt,.r

Although -the samples in the second-year_survey were nOt designediofinclude the same peqple as the lnitialsurvey4 some
In
Overlap_ between respondents in the two surveys ocdyrred;
Navy, abqut_ 18 percent of the second7year survey respondents
Said that they had also paricipated in the initiaI'survey;
Overlap in the Navy samples Occurred-as a function of the same
people being drawn at random in tne 2 years. Because our ini-.
tiaI questionnaire was sentto all_merit pay emplOyees_in HUD
and Agricultu e, it is -not- surprising that over one-half
f011owup su v y respondent's in those two tgencies(52 per ,
.

and- 58 _perc
nt, respeCtively) reported hafilig 'participated
.;-J
the in it ial survey.

.(T..
.

RESPONSE RATES &R,BOTH OUEBTiONNAIRES,
i tics related to response rates are pre)uestionna
..,
As the table indicates, relatively
ptad.4.n the to e below.
..respoose rates were obtained in the first-year HUD and
,c
__guIture
surveys; The-possible effect Of nontesponse_biag,
;,which would exist if nonrespondents in the tWo:agencies differed
respondents on our_questionS# requires caution in project-7
okif'r
4
our initial survey findings to the universe of merit pay
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employees in the two agencies. Statistital testsv.iere made to
,determine whether HUD and Agriculture respondents differed from
all merit pay employees in the two agencies on grade level* age,
and most recent performance rating--three variables possibly te-=-;
lated to att&tudes toward and experiences with merit.pay.

Basic Questionnaire Statistrs
Number
uniVersea sampled
Size_ of

kg ency

Undeliverable questionnaires

Number _ Respgnse
respondingb rates

-

HUD
Agricu
N4vy.

re

\

zi198
9,667

2098

060)95

624

%.(''

9;667,

(percent)
f

1,364
5*541

62,1
59.7
94.2

-49

Second-year survey
HUD

2,174

643

18.

Agriculture
Navy

9; 536

58'6

35

15;963

58.0:

* -26

.-

64.:

491

",

499

90.2
89.1
90.4

.

aUniverse and sample sizes refer to merit Pay employees only.

bFor HUD and Agriculture* number resPondinguals number of
_ysable responses. That isinumbei giving at least one answer
to the GAO sections of the purvey,.
,

cResponse_rate equals numberresponding_diN440 by number
sampled less number of undelikterable.qUeionnaqtes.
dSince questionnaires weretdistributed by local personnel7
officers according to up -to -date records, we assumed that,:.
all questionnaires were deliverabae(j.e.* all employees 7-could^
be 1Scated).
aPro_rata estithttCpased upo1A 450 undeliVerabIes in-a tats-,;
mailout of 10,746-(including *9;667 merit pay employ a and1,0T9 General Schedule employees grades 13 throug
51)".

Neither HUD nor Agriculture respondents diPtered by, a 8ta-1
tistically significant digin from all merit pay-vmPloyees on
grade,leveI.
Signifitan -.differences; howeveri were found on
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performance ratings and age. A somewhat =4 = =
%- rcentage of
performance ratings
respondents in. both agencies reported high
than would have'been expected-based on the
tings'of-all merit
pay employees; =The Agriculture sample also_te.nded to be wounger
than the universe 'of Agriculture. merit pay employees; HUD re-.
spondents were.similar to their population group in terms of
age._ Further analYses revealed,;,howeverithat_these 'differences
would not bias Our'findings or7-17dasthem by only about 1 to 3
percentap points toward more.positive evaluations of_ merit
pay:
Thus_ while theposSible effect_of nonkesponse bias re-_
quires'paution in projecting our initial_ findings to the population,especially in_HUD, the comparability between respondents
and the universe found in most of our tests and the sizable vmber'of respondents ip..the initial
gives us oonfiden6e in
making inferences and. conclusions, based on 6urvidata,:''about the,.

first.year of merit pay;

Nonresponseibias in the first-year survey)als6 introduces
possible.error in making inferences about changesfrom the fitSt
rder to_minimizethe posto the second year of merit pay.
I
-Sible 7ffects of_nopresponse bias in-HUD and Agriculture, only
the_second-year data__from respondents whoreported participating
in the 'first survey
re used to analyze differences between our

in itia

and suseque
fj

n findings.

VALS

The results from a sta&isical sample are always'subjeot to
some sampling error because onlgl' a portion of the universe_has
been selected for analysis,_ The sampling error_consistsof two
parts: __confidence level and confidence interval .or sampling.erThe confidence level indicates the degree of corfideOce
rot..
that can-be placed in estimates derived from the.Sample. The
'sampling error or confidence interval is the range in which the
6aCtual universe results are:locatedwith a certaig probability.
The sampling er rs presenteclipelow show the. confidence_intervals at the 95- percent confidenCe level fpr both surveys in
the three Departments.

APPENDIX II

SAMAing Etrors-'at 95 Percent COnfidence .Levu
Observed-percent
20 or 80.

10 ,or 90

S UrVey
+1.
TO: /e-'

HUD

Agriculture
Navy
Second-year

T3.
y

Ht

Agriculture
Navy
i

-

i?

Confidence intervals for other. reported percentages carOpe_in-,
terpoIated. This assumes'that ourrespondent* represent_the_enFor example, if 10
tire group.froM whiCh. they weree selected.
percent of Navy em:loypes who answered our secend-year guestion-i.,
noire preferred t reta.in themerit'pay_system,asit--is then we
.can' -say that we a= e 95-RerCent sure that=between7.4 'percent and

12.6percent OfarlNavy merit pay employees wish to retain merit
pay.
/74

The confidence interVals_reported,abbveate for findiTigs
Findirrgs
regarding all merit pay emPIoiSes-n each ,D,
concerning subgroups of meripaydemployees_may be_assoCiated
with different levelS ofkprision anpVpossibly.wider confidence
tntervals than those. for all merit pay.'employees depending on
thp size Of th subgroup universe and the umber, of respondents
in,the subgroup.
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APP
'I

_EMPLOYEE RESPONSES

X III

a,

ID GOO QUESTIONNAIRES

IN 1981 AND 1982

Relowzare questions taken from our second-year (1982) questionnaire,_and eme re
nses to both the first-and second-year questionnaires.' When these
stions . efer to a period of time, such as fiscal year 1p82, you may_assume that
the 1981 questionnaire referred to a comparable period, but a year earlier; OueStions 2 and 5 were answered only by those who supervised merit pay employees, the
others were supposed to be answered by_all respondents. Questions 1, 2, and 3 referred to the most recently convleted fiscal Year, while questions 4, 5, and 6 referred to one year earlier. For example, those employees responding to questions
4, 5, and 6 in 1931 were referring to fiscal year 1980. Some questions were asked
1982 and not in 1981 and vice versa.
These have been identified in the text.

'p1

Ir-NTRODUCITION

The V.S; General Accounting Office (GAO) is an agency of the Congress responsible for evaidatinc,federal torcorciii5. At the request of a congressional Subcommittee, we are currently examining the merit Pay system in its second year and
would like_you to respond to the following Questions: This survey is afoliowup
to the study we conduced last year ofTyoui" agency's merit pay system. Your
--answers are vitallYAIOOPtantr as we wilt use them and last year's_ findings to cin:I corm the Congress aboU emp)..oyee opinions on merit pay imOlOtentatiOri in the_firSt
"2 years._-Please give your frank and honest opinions.
Also, please be sure to
answer all of the questions. The miestionnaire should requite no more:than 20
minutes of ybur time;
_

Please check:the box which best answers each auestion. Space hag been providej after the 1
question for making narrative comments on any merit pay suba appreciated. -Thank you
lect.
Any carmen,
.

The first ques 8 ns refer to your superylsion, if any, of merit Pay employees.
Supervisory functions under merle-Pay involve setting performance starfd=
ards for the subottlinates you directly supervise, rating them, and counseling
them.
How many merit pay employees 1GM-13's, GM-14's, GM-15's),,if any, did
you supervise in FY 1982, the second year of merit pay' Please count every Gm
employee directly supervised in FY 1982 (i.e., October 1, 1981, to September
30, 1982).
J.
Navy
Agriculture
Hfln
1981
1982
1981 1982
'1981: 1982
(percent)-----

None (Co to auCStion 3)

66

70

64

.67

69

68

1-3 employees

18

15

19

18

21

19

9

11

6

10

3

3

4-6 employees

9.

7-9 employees

3

2

10 or more employees

3-

3

If.

APPENDIX III

2.

In FY 19820 approximately hOw many hoUrS, if any, did you spend performing
supervisory functions related to standard setting; performance appraisal, and
counseling on the average per merit pay employee you directly supervised?
Agriculture
19E11

1982

Navy

HUD
1982

1981

--

(percent)
.NOne

.23
._

1982

1981

5.

_

1=-8 hdtirs0 or 1 day or less per

employee

15

18

29

20-

9-16 hours, or l to 2 days per
employee

19

47

21

17-24 hours, or 2 to 3 days per
employee

13

18

14

18

9

24

41

11

34

14

.

31

9

A

25 hours or more, or more than
3 days per employee
3.

7 -

27

a

;.

40

37

In FY 1982, about hOw many hours, if any, didl!ou spend deVeloping performance.
standards for your position and being counseled by your supervisor concerning
your performance?.,

HUD

Agriculture
1981

1982

Navy

_

1981 '1982

1981

1982

(percent)

None
1

to 8 Hours

16

16

2

59

58.

67

22.

38

22

16

11

29

30

6

5

45

2

II

9 to 16 hours

25

'17 to 24 hours

11

9

5

2

19

15

14

6

5

3

28

15

25 hours or more
AL

63
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.

fl

4., Now, ;p

A

aboutyour spperVisory responsibilities in FY 1981, the first year
of.geri pay (i.e., October 1,-1980,.to September 30, 1981). How many merit
-pey'employees, if any, did you directly supervise in fiscal year 1981? 1,
s

Agriculture_
1981
1982'

HUD
1981

Navy

1982

1981

1982

(percent)
None -(Go to question 6)

56

68'

70

70

24.

18

21

18,

9

12

10

2

4

3

2

4

2

71

72

:1-3 employees

16

\ 15'

4-6 eMployees

8

7=9 employees

3

10'or more employees

2

I

19

2

In 41981, about how many hours,_if any, did you spend performing supervisory
functions related to standard setting, performance appraisal, and counseling
on Ehe average per merit pay employee?

Agriculture
1981

1982

1981

HUD
1982

7----(percent)

None

4

.

28

1

44,

32

4 8

1-8 hours or 1.4y or less
per. employee

15_

4

9- 16 .hours; or from 1,
to 2- days per employee:

li.24

17 -24 tpurs, or about

3 dayS per empaoyee
25 .hours or mOre..,1. or

6

30 *
\

--------,v

.!

_ 22

43

..4()

:..

30

.;

4
,

14

_

9

1e4,

7

21,

than

3 days pet4mployev

12

ie

lic..

1

7'7'.

y.

.
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A4

v°

,

V

.:

I,OpTY 1981, how much tirge

6.
:;j..

.tPei.id ip developing your.Iserforth-

if any,- -did

counseled. by your supervisor concerning you4,

anbe standards and boin
_performance?

HUD
1981, 1982

Agrictlture
1982

1981

,Navy
1981 .1982

(percent)

None

X22.

5

lEot,

20

7
4

50

..to: 8 hours

29

62
4

9 to 16 hours

25

17 to 24:-houts':7"-:.

25 hoUrs or more!
.

9

1'0

; 23

11

5

17

9

11

23

3

13

rformance rating (that is, the one upon Wh'ich
determination was based)?

What was your most re

your October 1982m&A

;

0.6 - 5.0

5

5.0.

4.0 - 4.5

.39

4.0 - 4.4

3.6 - 4.0

31

3.5 = 3%9

:419

3.0 - 3.4

fJ

9 -

a

,47

ar;

0 v,

'HUD
19i1' 11982

1981--

-t
(percent)

15utstanding

a

14'

1.2

/4Level

1

'(V'
10-

13.

34

34

Apr-

Highly tjapisfactorY

'53

Fully satisfac
.

.

43

Le

44e

Le3rel

41

37

Level 4

13

1

..112 -"sP

.

a

Marginal

1

Ow_

LeVel fOr 6

Unsatisfactory

2

r.

;

LeVe1.7

Level

7
4.

-s

$r

0

1

'1

APPENDIX I

4PENDIX III

.-,

8;

The following questions ask,vOytopinion'cOncerning'various aspects of_the
merit pay system and yourexilerves with -the system. For each question-,
p leise indicate your ophito4 b ". checkihlg the one box, either "Definitely yes;"
"Probably yesd' "Don't know/Not sure;" "Probably not;" "nefinitoiy e tZ Which
best answers the question;_
':
w
,k
..,

.

,

-

id you- -spend too much time setting standardsi preparing ratingsi and-

counseling merit pay employee? ;

9

.

,

Agriculture

181

1982

HUD'
1981

11-82

°Navy
1981

19B2

Apefinitely
1-`.

Probably yes

1

Donn know/Not sure

11

-Probably not

ct
3.4

3.

(427

i,28,

20`.

.

iniEelY not

15

,4

24

29.

-,4'

..T.-

b;_lias merit pay motimpted, you,;to better

perfOLAWO

I,

cliTnre

"""N,;

1981

1981

.1

11-982_

-r

a--

Defihltelyes
Probably yes'.

2

10

1

8 \ 3.
obabl not
i

0

;

Definitely not

35
45

4.49

APPENDIX III

APPENDIX l',Ir-

4-,

.

e

,

'

2

c. Nave yqp hecome more productive a a result of merit pay?
,Aaricul-ture

1981. 0982

Navy
1982

Imp
1982

148.1

1_981

(Percent)
rY4 finite1v _yes

..,

'A, yes

R:

6

sure:

6

341
Definitely not
ri .

2,

:I

-4

36

7

/8
',.'

39,

:. ,
-0 ,..-

49

'450

Can your productivity be accuratelY.mea

r

,

74_

1982

1981

.

-

%

AarTcalture

_

,;i-

Navy

1982-,

98

1481

1982

s.
*

Definitely yes

11

12.

Probably veS

28

25

Don'

know/Not 'sure

10
.4,

_

)04 39

Prob-ablyr ittot

-,

36 --

32
,

--)

'*.

not

16'

15

theaeneral_benefitS
, r if ally- of the
) tir; ;D"o
(or unit) justify the additional time
over what it re-Abed? .

aricaIture
1982

.1981

-,38
23

...,41

34
..f,

23

pay program. in; your pay podl

ffort, if any,' on the proaraM
4'
et

4aval)
1081

HT1D,_

-1981

19E

4

nefinttely

2

2,

.

Zrobab-ty. ye

-1.0-

)
'4

Probably not
not

59

_._

7

6

Don' t, know

4f/Definte'

3

0'

..

-./
14
/---\

11

2"

i--244

55

49

-3/

AP

26

69
°

67v;

4

_11

1

-

pr

,

I

'\.

APPENDIX III

I
APPENDIX III,

.

,

.

i

s

f. Did_the'ampurit of meritF,pay you earned for yo r perfotilance in fiscal yeir
19p2 accuratell', reflect th qtAlitat of your rfonnance?

culture
4981

Navy
1982

HUD

1962

1982 .;

1981

rcent
Definitely

yes

Probably yes'

/Not sure

ihan't k

3,

1

7

22

13

15.

/F

'+

12

'22

6

9

11

17-

20

59,

43

Probably not

764finitely not
g; Did your most recent

October 1962 merit ghti

quality of your per

58

47

64

5

21

7

41' '

3'°

5

1

ce rating (i.heop the one lipon which your
'nation was Ega ed y accueateV. 'reflect the
ring e rati
ri WP ?9

et

Aricu ure

a

HUD

1981

19

(percent
tE

JDefinitely yes.i

4,

41'

40
_of

Don't

e

tWAT.,

15

9

11-

11.

'12.--"

As.

.

-

40
,

,

).

,4 -

./doio '- 36

1.=

:

Nair

Def in i telc-riczt

37

.8

ir

),-.4 .

;4,5

._..

L-

41

bat4y not

17

14.

1

18

18-

'13

400

19

21

.28

i.. 35

.

T- :18

1,6
..

.2
.

h. Were your
to your

forMan

ctzlar j

standards and elentents for_'fiscal

,f

ricultu e

1982

.
-

Probablysyes

.:

.32

rlit know/rx3t sure

ly not
ely hot

,P*Pw

..../

--

5

33

25

26

45

43

34

4

5

10

ois
6,-8

.o-

.

40

,..

."!

.

15

-

,,

(percent)

Def ir?i telly yes

.:-'-..

ar982 -tailed
.

_Navy
19
1981

HUD

1

7

20/

,
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;

1. Were your,perf

d/or mission

ce standards and elemefts consistent with the goals
your organization?

HUD

Agriculture

1981 .1982.

1982

1981

1981

1982

43

(percent)

_

Definitely yes

32

37

29

29 l

37

Probably yes

46

47

48

4

4/i

Don't know/Not sure

11.:

8

7

Probably not

7

5

Definitely no.

5

3

Were .your_ (Fig 1982)
prepared the rating

A.t.

7

9

11

- -42

9

'6

7

`4

7

3

5

rfomance standards change(i_after your supervi
W%s based on those standards?
riculture
1982

81'

HUD1981, 19g2

:had

1982

1981

iDefinitely yesH
4
-Probbq.

ye

5

r
Don? -t 4rs:) w/tiat sure
v

.

Proliabiy nbt,'

15.

-Definiiely not

6P"

...Weterour:performance staddar

:P4-*

_tdb'eaW

3

8
41'

42

69

_8

fltS

yf r

43

So
P
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-

_//

1. Did your superviSOr take?'your views into- account wh6n setting your
standards for ifiscal wear 1982?

1981.

1901

1982.

---1-----:(pergent)----c
Def

tell/ yes

)
38=

38

;t,

21,

48

50

34

32

29

25

28

26

10

9

6

5

15

4

:47

31

9

'12

A,

'Pr bably yes-.'"(

?'

Don't know/Not sure

9.,1;

9

Probably not

9

6

10

15.

/

1,3-

.

Y

t

.Definitely not
1

!

,1
,.

,,

m. Were yciar

staJAItkds

fair?

for fiscal year 1982

Agriculture
HUD
,
Navy
1981 ---1 %2i' 1981. 1982" ', 1981
1982
,

.-

.,.,.

1

(perceht)-

18

28"

- 17

27

.1'

2

,-

I

46:"

-14
-

y ,,not

13

11

16

0

10 .. .,

.

Defin,itely not

7
,..,,

ri#ATaS the rating your sui)-f5ii.pOt §,WO yOU DO
lowered
ermanagement?

J'Y

198

19-H

Definitely yes

4.j4

14

,11

Pr

1y yes

Don

P4o

3

2

3

'5

knotigNot

16

14

12

13

ly

14

10

"8

'60

64

no

Definitely

me''

4

,

63

6.

63:

13

1-9152

ar

APPENDIX III
S

..r,_3;

4

%

es. in fur rati s documented or explained to you? '(.If there
to the rating your supervisor gave you, please chilli* Don't

any ch
.10,,c1141g

sire -. S,

-,,,

e

,;;,...

,,.,

____HUD____

Agriculture
4

1981

1982

,

1981 -1

1_982

1981

-",.--(percent)

Definitely yes

6

6

7

probablysyes

4

2

3

9

78

7,3

Don't

t.1 sure,'

3)
Definitely ridt

r

7

11

2

5

3'.

2

3,

13

12

72

2
12.

15,

10

18
1

p. Should the perfoncuice appraisal system instituted under merit pay be
retained, even if it is not tied to merit
.

Agriculture

Definitely yes
-0
Probably yes

1981

1982

11

13

26

29

Navy

"`HUD
1982
1981

13

A

19g2

1981

8

8.

32

,

24

20,
t

Don't kh66/Not -sure

obably'not
Definitely not

q.

15

9

16

18_

1

31

29

-311P-

13

11

9

13

'19

16'

43, .43

'134

Under merit pay, do you feel more- ressure'to fulfilltheduties and
.

responsibilities of'your job than y u dNol_prior to merit pay=?

Agriculture
1982

Na

_1.THUD_
1981

1982

.

'19

(percent!)
4,11

Ainitely yes

5

Probably --yes
.

4

6

11

10
5

14
5 .

6

3

Probably not

29

29

27

24

Definitely Aoti..

46

'92

'53

-52,

DOn't know/Not-stare-

ir

11
5

4,-

20

9

,9*

APPFNDIX ITT

APPFNDIX III

It
r. Thinking about your earnings last year in
,1982 (October 1, 1981, to
September 30, 1982), did yop earn less under merit pay. than you would have
under the old GS schedule, including any within---arade indteaaes you were
scheduled-tO receive under the old SYstem?
,

.Agriculture
1981
:1982

Definitely yes.

3(1 --

NTin

1981

41

198),/

1981

198

39= g -118
7\

)

Probably yes

17

12

19

13

Don't know/4o t sure

19

17

) 6

13

22

12

15

18

12

.;19,014.

21''

S

4

T-

Probably not

Definitely-not

13

17
15

2q

1-

ut' your total earningS, last year (i.e.,irkiiaVYe

s. Again, thinking
1482), p.id you

mare_ than you would hive undec the old GS schedul

$

_

Na

Aar ictiltgre

1981

19132

1981

82

19

)982 '

percent)
*12

Y: )4P6

12. L 14
&

'knoW/Not-s

Mbably.not
initely not-4-

Vt4

a:f

.

16
23

49

2(1

;.

25 _34

-14
13

37

1

PEPPM,DIX

tes begiameXTre productive as a result of
your meri-pay sullpr
suDervi191432.rceri44% pay
(Only answer this qU6stiOnS4
year
,C.1-451
employees (C.M-1.1's,

t.

H8ve

Merit pay?

Agricultur6
1981

,1982

81 1982

198-1

rcenM

nefirptely yes

2'

prohablv yes

1.

13

Don' t know/Not Aure

k

ohahIy not

art

nefintaty not

77

9

,11

1.3

42

41

4

I3

34

36
44

4n

4.
.af

9.

2

s merit nay increased; decreased, or had

effect

on teamwork and cooldera=-

tion within your---p94004?

AcrricuTture.
1981

1982

ROD

1981

1982

Navy

198 1982

A-percent)
.

-

T4creased teamwork /cooperation
a : great
-dea9 -A
'
,
:

\

A

-ask

.

IneredSe_

teamwork /cooperation

-47t_

asked

soo6wia__;._

e.

,%

d

No 6 ffec, ter1Wdirecc2ope
about' the same* "A4' Veror8

ation)

t it ,:pay

necreased t eadYn.7c/cooperation

Noit

NC/

asked

_asked

fit'

Not
4s)ced

20

AO -.0ked

12

-t

somewhat

eased teamwo

great deal

6*

AL

e Peratio

ed

;070k

1

APPFMIX ITT

10. Which

kt4

the following would you most prefer

(Check, only one.)
-

4

.

?)ItilricultUre:

1981'

.J.R.A1W-

1982

1981.-1982

.1982

(percent).----,

Re641'merit pay sy tem as it is

.5

Retain-pay baSed on merit but revise
the.sVstem from what 'it is now
Retu

\

31

56

53

6

9

36

3.

39,

to the old 01.9,schedule to

dete

ine pay ,:a,

Other (Please describe)
,

31

44

.

12

10

Ouestiona-11 through 29 were
were asked in 1Q82 only.

It

-

rite

In410eneral, how fal.r.was the performance appraisal.
'(FY 19821.2

rev system last year
'\J

Agriculture
11P)

(percent) ----

Very fair
'Fair

(4

3

-27

'4A1--

'" ;-:' ,19'
,

--',,,

/Neitherjair nor unfair

U0air\,
,-- 4.4:

??-,

-

15

28

3R

,1

VS rY unfair

I'll'-'

your FY 102

25

1.5

.

:

,

26

,

1

Ill to or greater than
.......--,

1

MD
rcefit

15

Navy
'4,-

.104

APPF71r)IX I37 -'

13; Was your FY 1982 salary at the-top of your grade level's pay scale?

HUD

Agriculture

INavy

-

(Percent)

- - - -

,

Yes

11

Mb

86

31r

4

3

Mbt sure

3

14. Tncludinq the 2-percent federal pay comparabilityincrease and any merit pay
increase you may have received for FY 1983, by what Percent of your FY 1982
salary has your pay increased for FY 1983?
:

Na

HUD

AgrSetilturei_

?percent)----31

to-4:percent
perrept

42

27

-44

rcent to 8 percent

23.

17

22

trent to.

ti

10

.0.1 percent to 10 percent

3

'1671.percent or more

12

Don't know/Not sure

'1

:

:

8

ie first 2
mMrling4.16Ou the emUlative effect ypur pay ifirreaSes in
ears or_merit,pav, will you earn more, lesI, or about the same in FY 1983
u woulehave'under the old (' schedule, includin4 any Within-grade increases
you- were schduled-tO receive in-th9se 2 years? (If you are a carved=
employee, please consider your earnings on paper.)

HUD

Agriculture

N:Avy

(percent)
20

I

52bout the same
,
Don't )now/Not sure

75

9.5

23

44

37

i9

28

\\!'
2

,11"

10

.

1*
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1
r-A0- !
'./1-`

4r4Viek441-

16. InclUding comparability and merit pay, what wat
minimal pay increase
your FY 1982 salary, if any, that would have inot va ed you to better
perfo
ce this year?
Agriculture'

Navy

HUD

(percent)

4 percent or less
4.1 percent- to 6' percent

4

6.1 sfercent to 8 percent

10

8

15'

14

15

More than 10 percent

14

11

17

Don't know lot sure

12

:14

11

44

44

1 percent to 10 percent

,, .,`

6

Money does not motivate" me to

better performance

46".

v

--f--.

,

,'"xl

. The followirig aret&Sible characteristids f the:performance appraisal/merit
pay systems as, the*operated in your paps, 1 .rd agency. ylease.indicate to
%Alai extent, it
. each occurred,by che ing4"TO a very, great extent," ,To a

great extent,".

know/Not surer

zixrvet'extent,"
.

To a little extent," "Not at all,"
or "Don!
;
.

41141t

i..)

4.) -,

C

C

4.J
Ar

a

4.1

k

-4

-c-

tr

Agriculture
4

vY

to

o

t did ..the ,systems operate

&voiding ...
to established

m

0

.

-

\-,"

st.,
".1

Sc'

4..)
Apr

P-1

.4J
...

4)

rent

55
13

25
,

16

29

19
21
.22k

\,

.

4../

-1

P"'l

,_

4R

E-1

.

0

4.1

-k

41

Cr)

;.

.%c

.i.,

..a..

0)

e

co

k

q.)

6

.

41.1

_9'

4
9
4

14
1,1

,

28
35
21

A

i

0)

11111-1L

111111.8

11111 1.6

MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
__NATIONAL BUREAU_ OF STANDARDS
STANDARD REEERENCE_OATER1AL 1010a

(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No 2)
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C

C

ai

ai

4.)

4.)
oc

0

C

0
k
Ur

4-1

ca

01
.5.,

44

.1.1
AC
12.1

a)

etr

ti

Si

tie

to what,extent
b. Within your pay
any, were.standards set and ratings and
payouts made withOUt faVOritiAt?

Agriculture
HUD
Navy

,

HUD
Navy

77

0

\

"I

:St

0

'''I
m

.--1

-14.

1.J

,/

4-)

000
_-___
0

SI

".1

etc

4-)

Si

A-)

C

Q0

percent--10
4
11

c. To what extent, if any were your performance standards reasonable andcapable of being exceeded by outstanding
performance?
Agriculture
HUD
Navy
d. In your office /division, to what extent,
if any, were merit pay employees treated
-=equitably relative to nonmerii pay
employees?
Agriculture

CO

.1--

C

0
1.)

gs

-o

14

14

12.1

lb

en

etr

0

C
Or

IV

14

sti

,5.

.LJ

4...,

(1)
1.4

Or

k
0
C0

.1.)

8
5
12

-

9
14

33
34
26

18
13
22

17
16
16

14
18
15

11

18

11

17

21

32

29
35

21
7

10
8
4

26

14

18

18
12

9
14

10
18
10

33
26
32

27

14

7
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18. Below;4

are some. additional
systeMS in your_pay_pool. aspects of the
pay
not been a problem for_you Please indicateperfOrMancejaptoraiSal/merit
the degree to whith each
has
or has
either
as
a
merit
pay
of other_Merit,pay
employee_ or as a supervisor
ftiployees.
Chetk
"A
problem," "A moderate problem,"
very great problem," "A great
"StftieWhat of a prOblem,"
problem," "Did not happen to
"Little or no
me," or "Don't
describes your experience.
know/Ndt sure," which-eV-6r best
,

_cv
.4z?

0

.

CL

Ay

_0
.u

QJ

0

a. Pay pool
managers being in the
they administOr or supervisors same pools
being in
the Same pay p90I-as
subordinates.

qi
-c

0

- (2)
".1
4-1

0

-14
Kr

N

CO
CO

-0

_-1

A--7

4'

==--------percentI--------,--

Agriculture
HUD
Navy
b. DifferenceS_in the di
and standardS for the ficulty of_eleMents
ame or similar -jobs.
Agriculture
HUD
Navy
c. Lack of written
justifications for your
performance rating.'

10
12

7
8
10

14

9
9
8

6
8

23

20

21

11

7

28

12

25
30
20

,

Agriallture
HUD
Navy

7
_8_

12

17

_9

24

11

11

17' 15

14

10
9

31
21

7

13

8
12

9

d. Ratings changes by
reviewers higher than
first level manager.
Agriculture
HUD
Navy

8

3

19'
13

8
7

12

11

_9
10

8
10

5
4
6

CO

fi

0

tv

-Li
ter

L.,

RI

0,

o

117

s,

4-1

44

4

/4,

0

0

0

_CD

1.0

14

-0

4,1

-0

41

0

0

CV

38
33
39

17
13
18

12
12
10

18
16
14

22
20

3
5
5

19

49
35

14

36

11

14

0

III
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fp

4

Q,

0c
CL4

ft,

-0 0

04

4:1

47)

0

..7c.

tq
0 \
a0
4.)

0

4

4.4

o

f.1
-0

q.)

O0-04

4

-0

.--;/

e

-

0
4-)

Cr)

-

0

44

C.

AD P.1

-

0E
IV .14

Q3

ft,

A..

IJ

;

N
CO

NV

'CC.

'CC.

the

within

raters

how

in

Inconsistencies

e.

0

,
.

percent.

performance;

judge

pool

same

18 19 18

445

12 11 12

33 30 27

17 19 14

'

'6

Agriculture

HUD

17 10

rating;

overall

one

into

0

Navy
merit

for

available

money

of

Amount

h.

increases.

Agriculture

HUD-

Navy

-

87

322

23 23 18

87 7
14 10 14

10

1,1

98
12 10

19 17 16

10

10 10 11

12 11 12

7
14 10 12

9 16 14

10

10

15 15 13

13 16 17

separate

on

ratings

combining

pay

6 8 12

18 20

Navy

.20

19 29 16

HUD

for

23 20 30

Agriculture

guidelines

or

rule

decision

a
of

Lack

.

elements

9 10

-

HUD

Navy

21 29 23

Agriculture

24 30 27

ratings.

in

Subjectivity

f;

79

99
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19. FOr_each of the following questions, please_ indicate the extent of your
feelings by checking "TO_a very_great extent," "To a great extent," "To some
extent," "Tb a little extent," "Not at alli" or "Don'tknow/Not sure;"
:

47J

4=,

4.
Ai

44

4..
(2)

tr)

0

-

(

o

0

r.-/

(ct

4:t
trz)

ft,

rt.,

-o
CO

o
a; To what extent, if any, were you
.satisfied with the amount of input you
had in setting your FY 1982 performance
standards?
Agriculture
HUD
Navy

0

percent

.

14
7
16

24
27
26

11

12

14
8

28

3

13

1

14.-37

24
20
22

17,

37
22
36

b. Realizing that you may be motivated by a
nUmber of factors, such as type of work,
personal goals, etc, to what extent, if
any, does money help to motivate your
job, performance?

Agriculture
HUD
Navy

°

6
9
-8

14 S 38
37
15

18
16

1

C. TO what extent, if any, did the amount
of merit pay given this year to your pay
pool's' top performers help tb motivate
you to outstanding performance?
Agricul-ture
4

HUD
Navy

80

100

0
1

3
2

1

3

14
9
9 ;16
10 :17

;

65
68
65,

8
4
3

(-
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20. Since the merit pay/performance appraisal systems were instituted, have
performance ratings become Tore subjective, less subjective; or remained at
the sage level of subjectivity _as before?

A

HUD

icult re

Areat.deal More subjective

Navy

12

Somewhat more subjective

19

26.

21

Remained at the same level of subjectivity

i0

37

46

Somewhat less subjective

16

10

16

6

4

4;

A great deal less subjective

21. HaS communication between you and your supervisor gotten better, worse, or
remained about the same since the performance appraisal/merit pay systems were
instituted?
Agriculture

HUD

Navy

(percent)

A lot better

2

1

8

8

13

ReMained the same

73

70

Somewhat worse

11

8

6

5

`iSomewhat better

A lot worse

5

-

My.

81
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22. These next questions ask
appraisal/merit pay syst
question.

APPENDIX III

boUt some additional aspects of the_performance
.
Please check the one box Which best answers each

0

43

-y

0

(t.

a; AS yod understand the definition of management
official and supervisor, do you believe you
should be under the merit pay system?
Aogricultue
HUD
Navy
b; In general, can the.productivity of jobs
like yours be accurately measured?
Agriculture
HUD
Navy
c. Did management employ a forced distribution
or quota system in developing the ratings
for your pool in FY 1982?
Agriculture
HUD
Navy

d. Was the.immediatesupervisor who gave you
your recommended performance ratingin the
same merit pay pool as you?
Agriculture
HUD
Navy

"s.
-y

1r

itr

-0

0

-0

CC

percent
35
45
38

11

12
6

14

36
24

28
25
25

15
12
11

7
5

5

40
33

30
36
25

16
13
20

12
4; 12

40'21

16
23

48

19.

40

13

31

4
6

11

A

;

e. Was merit pay fairer in FY 1982.than in
FY 1981?
Agriculture
HUD
Navy

82

1O2

43
56
63

_8

13
6

15,
17
15

9
13
6

18
26
36

'36
16
24

22
24

30

23

18

19
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23. Did you fill out a GAO questionnaire on the merit pay system last year?
may have-been part of a survey conducted by your agency.)

HUD

Agriculture

(percent) -

Yes

58

52

18

No

24

28

65

Not sure

19

19

17

24. Please make any narrative comments you wish to concerning the performance
appraisal /merit pay systems in yopr agency. Your comments are anonymods.
_Agriculture

Navy

HUD

(percent)--------

No comments

29

36

28

Comments

71

64

72

The following questions were a fed in 1981 only.
Did you get enough training in each of the_following areas to allow you to
accurately and fairly perform the function?

09

-0

--O

-0

M

0
-"`r

A

-tr

C

4

4

C

C

(percent)

a: -set performance standards?
.

Navy
Agriculture
HUD
b.

prepare performance ratings?
Navy
Agriculture
HUD

'

24
23
15

47
48
43

23
22

45
48
45

16

83

7

11

8.

14
18

8

11

11

9
8

13
17

12
8
17

10
8
15

(It

A.
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0

C

1'

Ir43
**

;o

4

4

percent

c. counsel subordinates?

Navy

19
18
15

Agriculture
HUD

What was your grade

o

4

4

'ti

gr

-0

s-e

39
43
43

16
15
9

14

.15

12
10

18

15

.

i.e., GM level) on October 4, 1981?.

Navy
a

Agriculture

HUD

(percent)
$24=13

58

58

43

t4-14

29

29

31

GM-1-5

13

013

26

(.

84
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TOP PERFORMERS' RESPONSES
TO 1982 QUESTIONNAIRE

The following shows how top-rated performers in each Department answered selected questions from the 1982 GAO question
naire.
Top-rated performers are those in our reslionde9t group
whp received a Level 1 rating in Navyi an .Outstanding rating in
HUD, or 4.5 or better in Agriculture for fiscal year 1982:

4

.

_

.

A
Pey

_Tr

-

QUESTION

fi

47..T-

A'

17

ICI

Quo

."1
-1

(4

Cs

4

percent

Has merit pay motivated you
to better performance?

Agriculture
HUD
Navy

--7

I,

Have_you become more pro-

I_
3
6
8

)_.2

34
32
20

41

9
3

7

:10
11

36
42

42 -,

.8

18

12

21

29
33
30

16

.8

12
13

9

9

36
23
33

35
42
26

11

14;
14

16
17
15

25
23
37

25

54
47
45

29
42

.

Agriculture
HUD
Navy
4

5
5
5

Did the amount of merit pay
you earned for your performance in 1982"accurately
reflect' the quality of your
pereprmance?

Agriculture
HUD
Navy

_7
23

Should the performance
appraisal system instituted
under merit pay'be retained.
even if ie is not tied to
merit pay?

Agriculture
HUD/
Navy

'14,

diiiCtiVe as a result of rrrit
pay?

20
24
27

y

18

T
8

35
44

---

Under'merit pay, do you feet- Agriculture

14

more pressure to fulfill the HUD

24

7
6

A8

duties and responsibilities
of Viour job than you did
prior to merit pay?

18

9

18

Naliy

85

105

"
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Agriculture

HUD

Navy

percent

Which of the following would
you most .prefer? ,(check one)

Retain merit pay system as it is

9

Retain pay bised on merit but revise
system from what' it is now
.Return-to the old G8 system to
determine pay

14

13

47

42

42

28

34,

13

11

11

Very fair

"8

13

24

Fair

39

41

37

Neither fair nor unfair

19

14

18

Unfair

24

22

15

Very unfair

10

10

6

'

Other

In general, how fair.was the performance
apprAsal/merit pay system ,last year?
(FY 1982)

)

Including comparability and merit pay;
what was the minimal pay increase -over
your FY 1982 salary, if any, that would
have motivated you to better
performance this year?

0

percent or less
4.1 to 6 percent

3

5

3

6.1 to 8 percent

5

8

11

9.

10

8.1 to 10 percent

14

More than 10 percent

19

19

29

Don't knoQ/not sure'

15

14

11

Money does not motivate me to
better performance

44

45

35

86

;..
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Agriculture

HUD

percent
'Since the merit: pay/performance
appr.§.sa1 systems were instituted0,
have performance ratilitgs_become
more subjective; less subjective,
or remained at the same level of
subjectivity as before?
A:great deal more 'subjective;

10

Somewhat more subjective

26

Remained at the same leve
subjectivity

.

13

11

22

11

45.

41

46

10

19

19

9

6

13

!

of
-

Somewhat less subjective

A great deal lesS subjective
ti

87
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pools AND RATINGS REVIEWED
The following table shows the number of pools we reviewed -in
1981 and 1982, the number of pools and merit pay employees in the
three Departments0 and the number of employees included in the
pools we reviewed.
Summary of -Merit Pay -Poo]

and Rdtrmgs_Bevieved for Both 'Reviews
Agriculture

Total

1981

1982

1981

HUD
1982

500

565

:21

20

333

351

28

24

19

11

37

22

84.

57

12

13

4

30

15

51

31

16

11

2

7

7

.33

20

12PSY

1981

1982

19-81-

1982

854

936

4.

total merit pay

'

'

pools, in

Departments
cTotal po01S
reviewed
Headquarters
.

Field

Total approximate number
of'empIoyeesunder merit
pay

-

10

A

16,100 16,000 2;200 2;200 9,600 9,500 270900 27,070D

Total number
_of employees
covered, in
pools reviewed 2,219
Total-number of
ratings
reviewed

9.

149

2,085 1i973

149

163

888 1,360

848

163

1i3

163

50552;. 30821

'475

475

For the Setdhdyeat review our Boston Regional Office Staff
Also, to expedite
re ieWed six tiool8 not studied the first year
deleted
several
pools in each D
our Work, in the second year we
The
result;
was that0_ f
ottiitht that we reviewed the first year
50
(88
percent)
were also
the 57 poors reviewed in the second yeari
reviewed-in the'first year;

88
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APPRAISALS AND STANDARDS
Content analysis is a procedure for collecting and organizing information in a standardized format which allo4s analysts to
make inferences about.the characteristicsand meaning of written
The objective of our content analysis was to assess
material.
the quality of performance standards during fiscal years 1981 and
1982 in the pools we examined at the Departments of Agriculture,
HUD, and Navy.
In assessing the quality of performance standards, we use
OPM's characteristics of good performance standards. For eac
standard, we determined whether, it
- -contained quality measures -- identified how good

how

accurate performance must be;

--contained quantity measures--stated how much work or how
many items are required;
--contained timeliness measures--indicated how soon or when
tasks should be completed;.,
- -distinguished performance levels -- differentiated between

Outstanding and Highly Satisfactory (or next lowest
level), Satisfactory from Marginally Satisfactory (or next
lowest level), etc.;
- -contained measures below the highest level that could be
exceeded--had measures below Outstanding that could be
surpassed rather than being set at the level of perfection; and
- -identified unacceptable performance--had measures that
clearly and realistically described unacceptable
performance.

We limited our analysis to standards from employees in pay
polls reviewed in each agency in our second-year evaluation.
(See app. V.) Within each pool-, we randomly selected a sample of
.employees who- were in the pool in both fiscal years 1981 and
1982, and we analyzed their performance standards from both
The selection procedure and sample sizes were designed to
years.
allow for a high level of precision and_confidence in projecting
our findings to all performance standards in the pools we examined'and in comparing results from the .2 fiscal years. The num-,
ber and size of the pools from which our samples were selected
and sample sizes are-presented in the table below;

89
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Universe and Sample Sizes
Sample
_UhiVerS0
Standards
EmployStandstholdy=
NUMber of
epsu
00ga+o
pbblSa
Agency
HUD
FY 81

11

795

FY 8'2

5,000
12,000

161

10079

155

2087

Agriculture
FY 81
FY 82

18

618

9,000
12,000

163
162

2,286
3,039

19

1,377

.- 16,000
16,000

137
138

1,576
1,662

Navy
FY 81
FY 82

K

aNumber of pools is the same for fiscal years 1981 and 1982
bUniverse size is the total number of employees in the
pools we examined_who were in the same pool in fiscal years
In most cases, size was estimated from
1981 and 1982;
total pool size in the 2 fiscal years.
cUniverse of standardS is an estimate of total number of
standards in the pools examined. It equals (the number
of standardS in the sample divided by number of employees
in the Sample) multiplied by total number of employees who
were in the pools in both fiscal years (i.e., universe
size).

dSample sizes vary between years becauSe of incomplete data
on some-employees
Content analyses require that one person initially analyze
the standardb and that a second person repeat the anaIysis,independent from the first person, on at least a subset of standThis will determine the reliability of the initial
ards.
Reliability can be expressed as the agreement between
analysis.
the two independent analysts on at least 80 percent-or more of
On a 10-percent random akmp/le of all Standards
the standards.
analyzed, the two raters agreed on from 83 percent to 90 percent
of their judgments on each of 'the six dimensions outlined above;
The 95-percent confidence level for fiscal years1981 and
1982 performance,standardg in the pools examined ineach of the
three Departmentg was *5 percentage points at most

90
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Assuming.oursample of employees represents their fellow me'it
pay pool members,-the confidence intervals indicated the precision with which our findings reflect what would have been obtained had we analyzed all performance standards_in_the pools
For example, if 50 percent of the_ Agriculture 1981
examined;
performance standards analyzed contained_ quality meastjres, then
we can say that we are 95-percent sure that between.45 percent

and 55 percent dfall_1981.standards in the Agriculture pools ,
sampled contain a quality measure.
mr
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS BY GRADE
NAVY'
Percent

LEGEND..
1981

IMMIN

1982

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 4
10

13

Percent of
ratings in

iactisate9ory

14

15

.

13

14

15

13

14

15

1981

5

8

15

25

33

35

42

38

29

1982

9

14

23

31

36

38

39

3

25

13

13

14

15

8

5

HUD
Pertern

HIGHLY
SATISFACTORY

LEGEND:

FULLY

SATISFACTORY

1981

1982

50
40

OUTSTANDING
20
10

-1
--c

13

14

15

13

14

15

13

8

9

24

48

54

1982 5

8

19

41

42

48
42

52

Grade
Percent of

rating' in
each category

1981

92

112

,14

15

47

37

-
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AGRICULTURE

Percent
LEGEND:
1981

1982

4.47,11.0

50
40
30

5:0-4.5

20

3.4=-3.0

10

Grade
Percent of
ratings in
each category

13

1981

1982

14

11

13

10

*3

15

13

14

15

13

20
22

33

39

43

38

38

46

46

41

93

14

15

17

12

7

11

.7

4

15

13

\35

29

33

27

414
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AVERAGE MERIT PAY INCREASE BY PERFORMANCE LEVEL AND GRADE
Dollars

NAVY
$4000
LEGEND:

$3500

LEVEL 1

1981

1982

$3000 _

LEVEL 2
$2500

LEVEL3'`

$2000 -

LEVEL 4

$1500

$1000 _
$500 _

o_

6

Grade

13

Amounts
Rounded 1981
1982

14

15

$1600 $1900 $2200
$2300 $2700 $3200

-13

14

15

-

13

14

15

5800 $900 $1100

$300 $300 5400

51800 $2200 $2600

4$1400 $1700 $2000

13

14

15

$1100 $1300 $1500

HUD

*Dollars
$4000

OUTSTANDING
LEGEND

$3500 _

1981

1982

HIGHLY
SATISFACTORY

$3000 _
$2500 _
S.

$2000 _

FULLY
$1500 _

SATISFACTORY

$1000 _
$500 _

Grade

13

14

15

13

13

14

14

15

Amounts
Rounded

1981
1982

$1200 $1300$1500
$3100 $3400 $4000

$600 $700 $900
$2000 $2300 S2800.

$1000$1000 $1300
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Dollars

AGRICU TURE

$4000
LEGEND:

$3500
1981

iI

1982

$3000

5;0-4;5

$2500

424,4.0

3.9-3:5

$2000

3.4 3.0

$1500
$1000
$500

Dtade
Amounts
Rounded

13

1981

ii1982

14

15

$400 $500 $600
$1700 $2000 $2400

13

14

15

$400 $400 $500
51800 $1900 52200

13

14

15

$300 $400 5500

13

i

$1400 $1600 $1900

7

95
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14

15

$300 $300 $400
.$100051100 S1500

4
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AN EXAMPLE OP MERIT PAY CALCULATIONS
VETERMINING_MONEY AVAILABLE
FOR MERIT INCREASES

The following step-by-step iample of how merit pay is dete mined is based on the N y's pfSeedures; Calculating merit
different lormula could be very
pa in another agency with
different from the example ere, a discussed in chapter 2.
However, this example does show two_ teps required in any calcudetermining the money available to make merit increases
lation:
and the individual merit increase
I

.

Agency dffiCials allocate unds to the pool's merit Pay
fund using figures and procedures provided by OPM. Step 1: The
percentage of all pool members' salaries available for distribution as merit pay increases is calculated. This percentage is

the sum of one-half_ the_c_omparale to be granted in
the year plus the percentage of salaries normally available for
within-grade increases and quality step increases for the year.
(For this example,' the comparability increase is 4.8 percent.
Half of this is 2;4 percent. We are also using a within-grade_
and quality step figure of_1.2 percent -for everyone in the pool,
although this figure normally varies, depending on a perlson'S
The resultant sum is:"-71."24 +
location in the salary range.)
For each grade, the salary of each posiStep 2:
.012 = .036%.
tion in the grade is multiplied by the percentage found in
These figures are then multiplied by the number of pool
Step 1.
(For this example, an
members in each position in the grade.
Finally, the
average salary has been used for each grade0
totals for each,,grade are added together. This number is the
pool's merit pay fund.
The merit pay fund for-a hypothetical employee, Jane Doe,
was determined using the following data. The pool has the following grade distribution.
Grade

Number

GM-13
GM-14
GM-15

16
11
3

The average salary for each grade in the pool is:
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Averagesalar_y

Grade

$32,312
38,184
44,915

GM-13
GM-,14

GM-15

_

.

The merit palv.fund for Jane's pool is calculated to be $38,584,
using the table shown below.

Average
salary

Grade

X

Sum'bf comparability
increase and annualized
step and OSI

-X

Number
in grade

Total

=

4

13 , 532,312
38,184
14
44,915
15
'

16

.036
.036
.036

$18,612
15,121
4,851

11

3

Total merit pay fund

$18,584

DETERMINING INDIVIDUAL
MERIT INCREASES
Using the allocated funds, a reviewing official calculateS
individual merit pay according to the following procedures:.
--Assign merit pay points for individual performance.
- -Determine total grade-adjusted merit pay points.

-Determine dollar value of each merit pay point;
-Calculate individual salary increases.
Assi7ning merkt__pay_points
for in&-IALittual_Rerformance

Merit pay points are assigned to each pool member according
to his or her rating. ASSuming that this 30-member pool has a
normal distribution of rating8, the people in each performance
category, and the points assigned to their ratings would be as
follows:
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.Performance category
Level 1.0

Level 2:
Level 3:

Level 4:

Number in'
category

I

Substantially exceeded all
objectives

2

2.1

Substantially above target -most significant objectives

3

1.7

Above target--most significant obje&tives

6

1.3

17

1.0

On target--all significant
objectives

Level 5:. On target--some objectives
Level 6:

Point
value

0.7

BMow target--one or more
critical elements

Jane D
1.7 points.

1

0

whose performance category is Level 2, receives

Determining grade-adjused
merit pay points
Next, the pool's total merit pay points are calculated. At
this point, the level of job responsibility reflected in the employee's grade level enters the merit pay calculation. Individual merit pay points are now adjusted by a salary differential.
The following salary differentials are used in this example:
Grade

Salary differential

GM-13

1 :0O

GM-14:
GM -15

1.18
1;39

For each grade,
e total merit pay points are multiplied
by a salary differential.
These totals are, added to calculate
the total grade-adjusted merit pay points earned by the pool
members.

Jane's pool has 16 GM-13's, who_are_distributed among the 6
performance categories, as shpwn on the following chart._ By
multiplying the number of GM 13's in each performance category
by the associated merit pay points, the total points earned by

r
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GM-13's in the pool are calculated.
gory is asterisked.)

(Jane's performante cate-

performance category
SLibstantially exceeded

X

all objectives

GM-13
pointS-

Point
value

Number
o_f_GM,Tas

) 2.1

SUbStantially_above target-most significant objectives**

1.7

Above target--most signifidant
.objectives

1.3

=

2.1

1.7

=

3.9
17-

On target-011 significant
objectives

1.0 4 9.0
1

X

.7

=

4.7

1

X

0

=

0.0

Total GM-13 points

=

17.4

On target--some objectives
Below targot--one or more
critical elements

To find the GM-13 grade-adjusted points, the total GM-13 points
(17.4) are multiplied by the salary differential (1.0).
The total grade-adjusted 0M-714 and GM--;15 points. are calculated in the same manner. By adding the three grade-adjusted _
totals, the total' grade- adjusted points earned by.-,the members-Of
the pool is as follows:
---

Grade-adjusted GM-13 points

=

17.4

Grade-adjusted GM'14 points

=

15.34

Grade-adjusted GM-15 potnts

=

6.12

,/

Total grade-adjusted points

= 38.86

99.
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Determining dollar value of
each merit pay point
Jane Doe's pool earned_38.86 points. Ther'amount of movrey
in the pool's merit pay_fund,_ $38,584, is divided by 38.86 to
determine the.dollar value of a point. The dollar value of a,/
point in Jane's pool is $993,
_dalculating_inAdvlidual;

salary increasP

Knowing the dollar value of a point, as well as the number
pf points_ earned. by each pool member, the individual salary increases_of each member in_the pool are calculated. This is done
using the following formulasz.
Ivy

Pointt earned x 1.0 (salary differential! x
dollar value of a point = merit pay increase.'

- -For GM-=-13:

--GM-14i 'Points earned x 1.18 (salary differential) x
dollar value of a point ='merit pay increase.
- -For GM-15:

Points earned x 1.39 (salary differential) x
dollar value of a point = merit pay increase;

Jane Doe, whose performance category is "substantially
above target--most significant objectives" earned 1.7 points.
Since she is a GM-13, heesalary Oifferential factdr is 1.0.
Jane's merit pay in cease is calculated in the following manner:
Points earned

1.7

'x Salary differential
x Dollar

x 1:0

f

value of point

x9_93

Merit pay increase...

$1,688

To calculate Jane's total salary increase, one must'add the
other half bf comparability, 2.4 percent of salary in this exam'
pie, to her merit pay increase. Thus, Jane's total salary increase tan be. computed as follows:
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$33k291

Jane Os current salary

.024

Percentage comparability increase

799

Comparability increase
____

Comparability increase

749.

i

/

1i688

Merit pay increase

Jane's total salary increase

101
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CALCULATIONS OP.PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

1_98_0_, 1981, AND 1982

Estimates of fiscal,years-1980-82 costs_for performance appraisal functions in HUD, Agriculture, and the Navy were based on
questionnaire responses concerning time Spent On supervision_ and
ondeveloping_performance'standards. _In_ our first-year questionnadre, supervisory employees indicated the .6.1.erage_number of
hours spent insetting_subordinates'_performance standard, completirag_the rating, and counseling the merit pay employees they
supervised in fiscal year 1981-7-the:.first year of merit
direct
pay;
Respondents who supervised GM,1),,GM44','or GM-15 employees
in f scat year 1980 also indicated the average hours spent on
performing the same supervisory functiOns in fiscal year 1980the year before met-it pay began. ..The questionnaire also -asked
allemployees_toestimate the_nurriberlof hours spent developing
their own perfOrmance.standards_and being counseled about their
performance in fiscal years .1980 and 1981.
_

.

.

In the second-year questionnaire, merit pay employees indicated average tic:Airs spent on sdOervisory funct-ions, setting their

own standards, and being counselled in fiscal years 1981 and
For all questions of time, respondents indicated their
1982.
answers by checking one of the following response-categories:
none; 1 to 8 hours;' 9 to 16 hours; 17 to 24 hoUrs; or 25 hours or
more.

To estimate costs, it was _necessary to assign numerical
values to respondents' answers which (1) would approximate the
number of hours indicated,. by their answers and (2) could be subjected meaningfu'lly to arithmetic operations. The responses were
assigned the midpoint of th'b category in which they fell, as
follows:
0

AssiRned value

Category

0 hours

None
1

to .8 hours

=

4.5 hours

9 to 16 hours

12.5 houeS

17 to 24 hours

20.5 hours

25 or more hours

28.5 hours

=
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This conversion of data assumes thaf, in each category, the
actual number of hours respondent§ spent are evenly distributed
so that their average is the category's midpoint.
,

The following baSic formula was used tocalculate the costs
of performance appraisal functions in each agency for each fiscal
1'.

year:

Costs

--T..

wage) N

((X super + X own)

where.

k super = the average numbenof hours Spent on supervisory
functions per merit pay employee as indicated by
the supeivisors sampled
own

= the average number of hours per employee spent on
developing own standards and being counseled by
supervisors.

wage

= in each agency, the average hourly salary of GS-13
through GS-15 employees in fiScal year 1980
= population size (i.e., total merit pay employees
for fiscal year§ 11981 and 1982; for fiscal Year
1980, the number of 'GS -13's through GS-15's converted to merit pay in fiscal year 1981 which is
equal to the number of merit pay employees in
cal year 1981)

Fiscal year 1980 and 1981 costs were estimated based on data
from our_first questionnaire,_and costs in fisdal year 1982 were
calculated using data from our- second questionnaire. Data from
both questionnaires was,available for use in estimating fiscal
year 1981 costs. ,Data obtained in the first year was collected
closer in time to ffscal year 1981 than in the second year (i.e.,
year
3 months after the clote of the fiscal year.as opposed to
Findings
from
our
first
questionnaire
were
and 3 months).
thought to be more valid measures of time spent in fiscal year
1981 and, therefore, were used to estimate fiscal year 1981
1

costs.

Because of the timing of our questionnaires and our decision
to base fiscal year 1981 estimates on first-year data., fiscal
year 1981 and 1982 cost estimates are based on data collected
only 3 months after the end of the respective fiscal years while
fiscal year 1980 estimates'are based on data collected about 1
year and 3 months after the fiscal year's close. This latter
estimate, therefore, may be more prone to the. types ,f recall
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errors that occur with the passage of time than the fiscal year
1981 and 1982 estimates. Also, since errors of omission and
telescoping would lead to more and more underestimation as time
passed, comparisons between fiscal year 1980 and the other, years
might indicate greater increases in costs than actually occurred.
To eliminate the possible effects of the extended recall
period on our fiscal year 1980 estimates and on comparisons
between years, findings from both years on time spent in fiscal
year 1981 were used to estimate the increase in recall errors occurring with the additioE of a year to the recall period. Our
estimate of time spent in fiscal year 1980 was then adjusted by
this estimated increase in recall error. As expected, fiscal
year 1981 time estimates from the second-year's questionnaire
were lower than the initial survey estimates in all three Departments.
In the followup questionnaire, employees' reports of time
spent on performance appraisal functions in fiscal year 1981 were
16,.33, and 22 percent below the time estimates 1 year earlier in
Navy, HUD, and Agriculture, respectively. Fiscal year 1980 time
estimates were adjusted upwards by the respective percentage in
each agency to compensate for the estimated increase in recall
error.
The formula used to estimate fiscal year 1980 costs,_
therefore, was as follows:
Cpsts (FY 1980) = fig super + re own) + E (5? super + X own) x
wage] N
where,
=

the average fiscal year 1981 time reported in the initial survey minus the average fiscal year 1981 time reported in the second questionnaire as a percentage of
the initial survey's average time,

lAdusting our estimates by the o l_percentage assumes that
differences between the initial a
followup findings for fis=.
cal year 1981 occurred solely as a function of'recall error as
opposed to recall error in combination with other fac-tors,;'such
as random sample variation or differences between the tfib.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR

ADMINIST R4/ ION

WASHINGTON I) C 2 0 2 50

SUBJECT:

TO:

GAO Draft_Report Entitled "A 2-Year Apprais
in Three Agencies"

of Merit Pay

J. DexterjDeach, Director
Resources, Community, andEctoomic
DevelOOMent Division, GAO

The following comment is provided on the sub3ect report: The charts
merit pay
which appear in Appendix VIII_Oages 94 and 95) depict average
Average
merit
increases
are
increases by performance level and grade.
shown in dollar aMOUnt8.
false impression
While these charts are technically terreet, they create the
In facti
to
those
at
the
higher
grades.
at unfair` Denefits_are_accruing
higher_base
salaries,
they
contribute
'because higher graded individuals have
Toand
receive
greater
increases;
proportionately Mote to the pay pool
increases
across
grade
levels,
the
present an unbiased view of merit
An essentially level
percentage of increaap over base Salarymust be used
Agriculture
chakton
page
95 is converted
distribution is achrEVed when the
to-percentage increase-8;

JOHN
ASSi tent Secretary fOr
stration

GAO note:

Page references have been changed to-correspond with
pagination in the final report.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
VVASHINOTON DC 10)01

MANPOWER

RESERVE AFFAIRS
AND LOGISTICS

Mr. Frank C. Conahan
Director; National Security and
Intergovernmental Affairs Division
U.S._General_Accounting Office
Washington, D.C.
20548
.

Dear Mr. Conahan:

This is the Department of Defense response' to your Draft Report,
"A_2-year Appraisal of Merit Pay in Three Agencies," dated October 6,
1983 (GAD- Case N-o. , 966130; OSD Case No.'6374).

The Department considers.the draft to be an excellent report.
The
_recommendations proposed are ones withwhich this Department concurs.
The specific findings and recommendations contained in the draft report
are addressed in the attachment.
The opportunity to review and comment on the draft report is
appreciated.
Sincerely,

Jerry L. Calhoun
Principe!

,(Manpoweri Reserve

Attachment

GAO note:

Deputy A:...sict:7.t

Page references have - been changed to correspond with
pagination in the final report.
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Merit
DoD Response on GAO Draft Report, "A 2-year Appraisal of NO.
October
6;
1983,
GAO
Case
Pay In Three Agenciesi" dated
966130; OSD Case No. 6374

FINDINGS
FINDING A: Several Factors Other Than Performance Have
Affected Merif Pay. GAO found that several other factors,
independent of performance, have affected the size_Of merit pay
increases at Agridulture_LHUD and Navy., _These incioaded (1) the
accuracy of the performance_standards_and:ratings, (2)
distribution of ratings_Withina_meritpay pool; (3) composition
merit
of a_merit'pay pool, and (4) agency forMulas_for computing_
when
headquarters
and
-that
pay_increadeS. GAO further found
field or noncareer and career employees are included in the same
pool; employees may feel they_are competing in an unfair
environment and that their merit pay_inoreases_May. not reflect
aheadqdarters merit
perfOrMande. For example; in HUD and Navy,
rating than
pay employee was more likely to receive the highest
GAO
concluded
that,
because of
an-employee in the re4iOn/field
employee_dOhdernS over the equity of merit. pay, Offide of
Perstinnel Management (OPM) andthe agencies Should strive to
reduce the effect of nonperformance factors.onpay 'in order to
boost employee.acdeptanCe Of_the,merit pay system. GAO eurther
concluded thatOPM'can help accomplish increased acceptance
to
by reemphasizing the.need_for,ScheduleC and career employees
by
enforcing
OPM
regulatiOnS_
be:placed in:separate pools and
which prohibit the forced distribution of ratings.- GAO finally
conclUded that the agencies can -help reduod the effect of
o slid
nonperformance factorST by considering such.factors as pol
and employee grade and responsibilities in establishing merit pay
pools. (pp; 6124i GAO Report)

The Department of DefenSe concurs with this finding.

PerformancelStandardS-AreBetter, But They Still Need
FINDING B:
Improving._ GAO found that, although the quality_of performance
standard§ had improved slightly; Agriculture, HUD and Navy which
managers were still haying problems establi5ping standards
were measurable -.in terms of quality, quantity and timeliness and
noted that
that distinguished between performance levels. GAO
GAO
further found
distinguishable.
most Of NaVy's standards were
that empl6yees that it:surveyed were generally satisfied with
standards, i.e., they
several aspects of_their performance fair,
tapbred to their job,
generally felt their standards were
organizational
goals._AAO
concluded that -the
and consistent with
agencies
to
take
appropriatelection
Director; OPM; should direct
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that will result in performance'standares that contain quality,',.:

quantity and timeliness measures nd,distinguiShbetWeen
performance levels; GAO further concluded that it is'imp-drtant
that agencies_reemphasize the need for supervisors and
subordinates to jointly establish.performance.standardsthat
contain (1) measures of quantity, quality, and timplines, (2)
are:Consistent in difficulty, (3) :accurately reftect'eMpIoY e
duties and (4) distinguish between performance jeyels._GA
generally concluded that wi hout'such emphasis, standards
I be:.
less likely to be fair and t ccurate criteria by which to
"r.
judge performance.
(pp. 25, 26, 30, 35; GAO Report)

The Department of Defense concurs with this finding.
FINDING-C: Agenc_i_es_Need ToDitarov -Standard-Setting Procedures.
CIAO -found that, although CSRA requires agencies to encourage_
employee participation during the standard-setting process; to
communicate performance_ standards to employees at the beginning
jf each appraisal period; to take care to assure employees are
treated fairly -when standards for employees with similar jobs are
eatabliShed and to have standards that reflect individual job
requirements, of the three agencies reviewedi_these procedures
were not always followed.
GAO further found that Many employees
from -Wavy and:HUD_ were not satisfied with the amount of
involvement they had in establishing -their standards, although
mogt employees at Navy :76 percent) believed their supervisors
co sidered_their views when setting standards. GAO concluded
that the Director, OPM should direct agencies to take appropriate
action that will result in requiting, rather than encouraging,
employees to participate in the development_of performance
standards, and to receive them to the extent-practicable at the
beginning:af the appraisal period; GAO further concluded that
communication of standards early in the appraisal period can
reduce the likelihood of disagreement and requiring a review of
performance standards:at the - beginning of each appraisal period
by pool managers_or their delegates can improve the consistency
and quality of standads. (pp 31; 35-,- GAO Report)
_

The Department of Defense concurs with-this finding.
FINDING D: _Moz e. Evaluation And Guidance Is Needed_ForMeri-tPay
sststm.. GAO fOund that_OPM's_efforts #.o- evaluate various agency
merit pay systems were limited and sp9radic. _GAO also -found OPM
had not analyzed the cost and effectiveness of, the merit
pay. system and cash award program nor published the results as
required by law.
GAO further round that ....,OPM guidance has not
ensured that all agencies-are using the cash award. program as an
integral part of merit pay; GAO concluded that -OPM efforts to
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evaluate merit pay have been limited and not in compliance with
GAOfurther concluded that the new organization'S
the law;
(Office of Performance Management)evaluation strategy -is
,prOtiaing; hOWever, because the staff assigned. to carry out the
strategy is limited, it may experience difficulty in conducting
the Planned reviews. (pp. 37, 39,40, 41, 46; GAO Report)

The Department' of Defense concurs with this finding.
AL

FINDING E:
Agencies Rave Identified And Corrected Some First
Year PrObiems. ;GAO found that all three departments it reviewed

had Oaluted their merit pay systems, gathered attitudinal data
from_ employees-or sUpervisors about merit, pay, and made changes
to'their, syStems based. on these evaluations. .-GAO further found
that_Navy changed its system for the appraisal period starting

July 1982, because of problems it discoveredie., simplified
its appraital forms and required fewer performance reviews during
GAO concluded that the three_departments have made
the year
changeS based on their eValuations of their merit pay systems and
these actions -were steps in the right direction.
1
(pp. 44, 47, GAO ReportjY

4

The Department of Defense'concurs withthisfinding, but
reCOmmehda that an additionalchange made by the Department of_
the Navy be included in pa -45 _ofTthe_report._ This additional
change_should_be_added to th \list of Ravy's changes and shouldbe worded as folloWS:

"Encouraged an up-front review of standards by Performance
to ensure equity among merit_pay memberS':
Review Boar
hat the establishment of standards be
Standards antimely."
'Employees itetain Negative Perceptions of -Merit Pay
GAO found that inn -the three departments reviewed,
employees' overall_percePtions about merit,pay remained
negative- -with most employees-, including top performers,

FINDING -Ft
System:, -

-

believing thesystem had not beemisuccessful, although.slight
improvementain Navy respondents''perceptions were noted after
the;198 merit pay cycle.GAO further found that generally
out the merit pay system's intended
employees wore skeptical
benefits and believed that,performance/prOdiactivity.and
motivation,had notincreased under merit -pay', nor did .the
benefita jUstify the_additional time to operate it; Further that
While about one-third of the employees supported the concept of
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merit pay, less than 10 plercent of the respondents in each
Department_wanted to_retain the merit pay_system as
GAO concluded that'after implementing two
currently implemented.
appraisal and pay cycles; employee acceptance has shown slight
improvement and that such improvements in alttitude (should they
continue) may indicate a greater employee willingnest to accept
the system.if they perceive it as accurately and objectively
linking ratings and pay to.perfOrmance. (pp) 48-52 and 55, GAO Report)
41'

The Department. of Defense concurs with this 'finding.

GAO recommended that the Director,-OPM, assess
the impact of pool composition and agency formulas on merit pay

RECOMME-ND-ATIO-N-1.

.inth-eases and develop - criteria that will minimize their possible
adverse effect. (p; 23; G40- Report)

The Department of Defense concurs with this recommendation;
RECOMMENDATION 2; GAO recommended that the Director; OPM:
reemphasize the need for-agencies to establish separate merit, pay
pools for its career and noncareer (Schedule C) employees, so
that Schedule C employees do not receive larger merit increases
at the expense of career emloyees. (p. 23, GAO Report)

The Department of L)tense concurs with this recorendation.
RECOMMENDATION 3.;_ _GAO recommended that_the_Director, OPM_enforce.
the regulations WhiChlptphibit forced diSttibUtiOn of ratings.
(p L23i GAQ Report).

The Department of'Defense Concurs with this recommendation.
RECOMMENDATION 4. GAOrecommended that the Director,.OPM take
action'to improve performance standards and the standard7setting
process_by reguiring_pooI managers or their_deIegates to_review
standards at tht beginning;ofeach appraisal period, _This review
that, to the, maximum,extent feasible, standards
should
contain the desired characteristics of objectivity and
measurability, and that they are of comparabledifficulty for
similar jobs. (P;:36, GAQ Report)
'

The Department of Defense concurs with this recommendation.
`Y
6
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GAO recommended that the Director, OPMshould
require that performance elements and standards be jointly
established by supervisors and subordinates and be communicated
to the employees within a specified time from the beginning of
the appraisal period; (p. 34, GAO Report)

RECOMMENaATIM5.

The Department of Defente concurs with this recommendation.
RECOMMENDATION 6. _GAO recommended that the Director OPM, in
order_to improve the evaluation of the merit pay system and
the administration of the cash award program, should -(1) provide
adequate resources to maintain planned merit pay eValpatiOn_
efforts, (2).publish annual reports WhiCh analyze tie cost and
effectiveness of the merit pay system and cash award program, and
clarify the intended role of the cash award program_for merit
p y employees and provide guidanceand oversight that will ensure
that it is used as an integral part of merit pay..
(p, 47, GAO Report)

)The Departm nt of Defense' concurs with this recommendation.

4
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Office of
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W-MhitigtOti, D.C: 20415

In R.,* Re.. T.

Y040 Retworce

Honorable_Charles W. Bowsher
Comptroller General of the United States
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. .20548

Dear Mr. Bowsher:

This_is in response to your Octoberdraft report to the Subcommittee on
Compensation and Employee Benefits; House COntittee on POSt Office and
Civil Service, entitled "A 2-Year Appraisal of Merit Pay in Three
Agencies." We have reviewed the report and would like to take this
opportunity to.commend GAO on the thorough and comprehensive manner in
which the review was,conducted.
The report recognizes that developing and implementing an effeetiVe
Merit pay system cannot he done in a few years. Furtheri the report
notes that compensation experts have stated that it may take 5 to 10
years for a merit pay system t6 operate as intended._ _OPM agrees with
the report's findings that there area number of problems Within the
existing Federal merit pay system. OPM is aware of these problems and
has initiated actions to correct them.
First, OPM has established_a new Office of Performance. anagement which
brings together under one director the preVibusly separate programs of
performanceappraisali merit pay4and performance awards; including an
analysis and evaluation responsibility. The improvement of performance

standardsandthe moreffective use_of_performance-based incentive
systems in agencies is the major work of the Office of Performance
Management. _The Office is-repponsible_for overseeing the'cperation of
performance appraisal and merit pay and awards programs ib agencies, for
developing policies -to improve performance*appraisal and merit pay in
the_Federal Government, and for directing agphoiea to take chahges.in
theirsystemsto_br.ingthem_intoucompliance with OPM policies.; The'
-Office provides assistance to agencies in developing and Operating their
systems, reviews and approves performance appraisal and_ merit pay plans,
and conducts reviews of agency systems; IR addition, the Office
develops formal poligy (regulations and FPM material) and advisory'or
guidance documents such as model standards;
On October 25, 1983i_ OPM published in the Federal Register a
comprehensive set of regulations dealing with performance appraisal,
merit pay, awards, and a PerformanCe Based Incentive System .(13BIS);
Those_regu.lations clartfx and provide greaterprecisionto, policies
regarding critical elementsi-performance standards, summarY ratings;.and
the use of appraisal results in setting payatid rewarding employees.
-The revisions in the merit pay regulations enhance compatibility between
the Merit Pay and General Schedule pay systems, and further promote.the
linkage between the performance appraisal process, personnel decisiona;
and management planning_and decision-ma) king.

1.12
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The new merit pa -re ulations provide "parity" for merit pay.:,employees. "Parity means that all merit'pay employees rated fully
successful.or better will receive the eqdivalent pf the General Schedule
within-grade increase as well as the, 4.411 general (comparability)
increase. In addition, the regulatiOns make performance awards a
mandatory part of the merit pay concept. With "parity" being granted to
all_meritpay employees, there will be only a relatively marl amount
44
left in the Merit Pay Fund for distribution based on better than fully
successful performance; In order to maintain a meaningful pay -forperformance systemj pvformance awards must be used on a reitilar basis
to supplement increases to base pay as a reward for a highl,evel of
performance. These changes should reduce_substantially the'perceived
inequities now associated with the Memit-Pay.SYStem.,-

.Our commer4s_on specific conclusions and recommendations of the report
are set forth below.

The report concludes that OPM should"assessthe impact'of pool_
composition and agency formulas ormerit pay increases and develop
criteria that will Minimize their *adverse effedts." Since the
implementation of -the Merit Pay System'in the Federal Government in
1980, OPM has continually reviewed ,and analyzed agency merit payout
results; We are also aware of the:concerns expressed by-some employee's
about the variation in merit increases due to the composition of the.
pool in which the person is employed and.the kind of fcirmula or matrix
that the agency -has determined is appropriate for its pay-for
performance philosophy. Although the statutory reqUirement for separate
agency merit pay funds prevents the complete elimination of variability
in merit increases among agencies, OPM has already taken several steps
to address this problem within.an agency: In April of 1982,,we issued a
memorandum through the Interagency Advisory Group (IAG)_ suggesting that
agencies transfer funds from one merit pay unit to another to correct
inequities in merit pay poolsothat are not warranted by performance;A As
a followon to the_IAG memorandum, this Concept_is further developed in
.7:our recently issued regulations on Performance Management. In
accordance with these regulations, agencies would be authorized to make
adjustments in the method used to determine the funds available to each
pool within the agency in order to (1) recognize- organizational
accomplishment; (2) adapt for unusual distributions of performance
ratings;_ or (3) accommodate asterisked_ rate requirements. This change
Will enable agencies to grant more unifprm and appropriately Sizedjperit
pay increases than at present. We intend -to continue to evaluate the
impact which pool Composition and agency formulas have on merit pay
increases and to develop whatever additional guidance is necessar/, to
assist agencies in improving their merit pay systems.

The report recommends OPM "reemphasize the need for agencies to
establish separate merit pay pools for their career and non-careerla_
(Schedule C) merit pay employees; so that Schedule C employees dollrot
reoeive,larger_merit incroases" OPM policy authorizes agencies to
define the employee composition of their merit pay pools; We recognize
the problem agencies can experience in'the diStributioh of_tneir_merit
pay funds when they have a number of non - career (chedule C)-employees
In providing consultation to
tn. a merit pay pool with career personnel.
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agencies on this matter OPM has recommended, and will continue to
recommend that, whenever feasible, career and non-career employees not
However; there are
be inclUded in the same merit payopools;
circumstances when it is not appropriate_to have separate pools, as iitien
there is only one or two non-career merit payemployees in the agency.
Therefore; we will continue to emphasize in our technical assistance to
agencies that they carefully consider the employee composition -of their,
merit pay pool; particularly as it relates to inclusion of career and
non-career employees in the same merit pay pool.
:

;

I

X

The report_also_recommendS that_OFICishould "enforce the regulation which
prohibits forced distribution of ratings." OPM recognizes the
importance of this rule and believes the prohibition of preestablished
rating diitributions helps, to ensure that employees are accurately
appraised:against the standards for their positions; Our regulations
reinforce the prohibition Of_preestablished performance distributions__

but would*uire that agencies provide for higher level management of
the performabce_appraisal_process_in the interest of employee equity and
in order to -reflect organizatiOnal-performance.
Through that process,
managers would be able to change inaccurate appraisalsi but would not be
permitted to require a specific distribution that was established in
advance; Additionally; through Its agency assistance; evaluation; and
monitoring activities, OPM will worfk diligently to see that.thia
reqUirement is accomplished;

The report concludes that the Director of OPM "require that merit pay
tool managers_ review perfanolance standards at the beginning of the
appraisal period to assure that-, to the maximum extent feasibls, they
contain the desired characteristics of objectivity an_
and
thatl they are of comparable difficulty for similar jobs."
Our new
regulations require_that critical elements, non,-critical: elementsi_and
performance standards shall be,in writing and shall be reviewed and
approved by a supervisor_or manager at a_higher level than the
appraising official.
This requirement will provide for a'stronger role
for higher_level managers -and supervisors_(inciuding_merit pay pool
managers) in the appraisal process, specifically including the review of
performance standards at the beginning:of the period4 not -only for the_
reasons stated but to ensure aiso that they accurately reflect the goals
anti--missions of-the-olgaflication.-70ur-regulatilons will aim-require
that a supervisor or manager at a higher level than the appraising
official review and_approve ratings before they are made final and
communicated to=employees. We agree that the importance of the
performance appraisal process demands an active; role for all levels of
management;

1

With respect to the recommendation that OPM should "require that
performance standards be-jointly established by supervisors and
subordinates," we strongly believe that employee involvement is
fundamental to the success of the performance appraisal system; Making
it a requirement that there be dirkict supervisor-employee communication
during the standards-setting process is an excellent idea; Our new
regulations state, "an agency Shall encourage employee participation in
establishing perfbrmance standards." (emphasis added) However; we are
concerned that the recommendation, as written, Could be interpreted to
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mean that agencies wOUld be required to jointly negotiate standards with
employees and that management and employees must_ reach agreement on
their content. It is our position that establiShing performance
We
atandardS is an integral part of management's right to assign work.
suggest; therefore; that this recommendation be changed to read,
"require that agencies encourage'emplOyee participation in establishing
performance standards." '
i
_. ._
With respect to' the recommendation-that OPM should "require that
standards be communicated_to_employees within a reasonable and specified
time from the beginning of the appraisal peridd"; Such a requirement
already exists in nearly all agency plans and_implementing procedures,
and our newly published regulations also require that agencies provide
written Performance Plans to employees at_the beginnin of_each_
Onitbring
appraisal period. We fully expect'that_OPM's oversight an
activities will help to ensure that this requirement is a
_

The report recommends thatOPM "provide adequate resources t maintain
its planned merit pay evaluation efforts." We concur/ with- his
recommendation and also with GAO's commentsonthenecess tylbf haVing a
dOmprehenaivt evaluation program. As stated earlier; th Office of
Pertertance Management waS.established_to improve upon p rformance_
standards andto promote effectiveutilizatiOn of perfor ance-based
In'accomplishin this mission,
incentive philosophtesin the agencies;
this office relies heavily upon_an analysis_and_evaluati nfunetitin to
odndUct program evaluation as it leads and directs the Gr-vernment-wide
areas of the performance award_and merit pay programs._ Thit functional
responsibility -rests with the Analysis and Evaluation Divislon.of the
Offite of Performance Management.
:

.
.

Our Evaluation efforts were initiated during fiscal year 1981and_havP
Studies accomplished by the
been in place for less than_twelVe months.
Analysis and EValUatiOnDiviaion during the past year; while
comprehensive; were limited to a small_start up_effot4t and a small
number of agencies. We concur with GAQ's_recommendabiOna that
AdditiOnal effOres must be expanded toward the analysis and evaluation
of performance management programs if future improvementsintheae
programs are to be expected: To that end we intend to significantly
increase our program evaluation efforts in the review of Government7wide
performance- management program-opei,ation-and-effectivenese.-With-the _
help and cooperation of OPM's Agency Compliance and EvaluatiorLGroupi
(ACE) our analyticaiandevaluativeefforts planned for FY=1984. will
j
(1)-a systematic review for effectiveness of performance,
fddlisoh:
management_, programs being_implemented andadministered in the agendiea
Via specific agency on-site as well as Government-wide reviews; Some of
this effort will be- handled by the nationwide_network of ACE_in concert
(2) using available
with the Office of Performance Management;
information sources including thisyear's-program results; identifying
areas whereGovernment-wide-improyements of Performance ManagementSystems are needed and initiating special program studies. Some of
these studies will be narrow_inocope and address specific problems_in Lo
Others will bemore comprehensive, Government -wide,
selected agencies.
and f6cuS on problems that may have policy impact; and (3) intensifying
our efforts to_ improve the accuracy and_timeliness of existing data
bases such as the Merit Pay Management Information System to provide an
.

.
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analytical and:evaluative informatiOn source from which- OPM can identify
operational problems and, provide a -solid basis upon which corrective
courses of aetioainagencies cads be initiated;

Additionally, efforts will be started to lay the ground work for, the
/
agency development
of self assessment procedures for performance
management programs while stressing the relationship_of.performance_
managementprograms to the total personnel management process While
tHb performance appraisal system is the basis upon which merit pay
decisiens are made, agencies are also requiredto utilize the results of
the performance.appraisal system in the other areas of the personnel
management_ process,.'- The methodsby which the performance appraisal
results can-balinked ib the training, promoting, rewarding,
reasSigning; reducing -in- grade;. retaining and removing of employees have
not/been emphasized in the past by OPM and almost totally left to the
discretion -of the individual agencies. The Analysis and Evaluation
Divialon of the Office' of Performance Management will accomplish an indepth Government-Wide study to determine toe what extent the integration
of performance management and personnel Management programs has occurred
and assess the overall thoroughness and effectiveness of existing
linkages. This effort will involve a sampling of agencies and cover the
/agency headquarters as. well as regional installations;

R.

The report recommends that OPM "clarify the intended role of the cash
award program for merit pay employees and provide guidancto ensure
In developing our
.that. it is used as an integral part of merit pay."
revised regulations, OPM determined that performance awards should
become a mOdatpny part of the -Merit Pay System. The regulations_
provide that agencies must include in their Performance Management Plan,
for approval by RPM, the way in which performance award funds will be
distributed and the amount to be funded by the agency for such_.
purposes. OPM will specify the minimum funding level for merit pay
_

performance awards:

In response to the recommendation in the report that OPM "publish annual
reports which analyze the cost and- effectiveness of_the Merit Pay System
and Cash Award p gram," we'would like to make the following comments:
a) OPM consi tently runs an approval process and continually Monite-in-order.to ensure that neither morenor:Iess money
tors-pa
is.spent irLthe Merit Pay Program for QM_amployeei than would
have been spent under the General Schedule. We have Pay data
resident in our Merit Pay Management Information System (MPMIS)
to track this. Also,_ since the amount. that would have been paid
merit pay employees for within-grade increases, quality -step
increases, and the non - automatic portions of comparability,
increases are put in o a-pool for distribution, the total amount
distributed is the s me as it would have been under a GS system,
although the specific_amouns:paid to each_employee vary by
performance rating.
Our Merit Pay Statistical Report shows how
agencies actually do their payouts, and also contains selected
data on how the Merit Pay Program is'workingi but there is no
need to address total cost ofthe payouts since it Is keyed to
the total, costs that would'have occurred under the General
Schedule;
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b) Both OPM Central and Regional-offices are currently nvolved.n
performing the following studies tb determine how effectively the
Merit Pay Program is achieving the objectIves of the Civil
ServiceReform Act:
The Merit Pay Statistical Report, 1983, explores the relationship of pay and performance awards to performance
ratings; it also serves jointly as a reporting, mechanism_ t9_
central management agencies and also as a source of feedback
for operating agencies.
There are three'other studies being; 3erformed by our Program
Evaluation BranCh, whiCh include surveys and document
searches performed nationwide by OPM_Central and Regional
office personnel, and are due to produce results by the end,
calendar year;
of

We-believe that OPM is'responding to this "cost and effectiveness"
recommendation; We have plans for several other_more_directed studies
to determine how well Merit Pay and Performance Appraisal programs have
been working since the passageof the Civil Service Reform Act.
Thank -you for this opportunity to respond to and comment on the proposed
We believe that our new regulatory initiatives relative to
report.
performance management will result in better management of the Federal
Government's work force.
Sincerely

Ura,

Donald J. Devine
Direotor

(966130)
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